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Abstract
We study low-dimensional materials and devices through use of the variational and
diffusion quantum Monte Carlo methods. Firstly, we use models of nanostructures
in semiconductor heterostructures that confine charge-carriers in one (or more)
dimensions to investigate the energetics of the charge-carrier complexes that form
in such structures. For type-II quantum rings and superlattices, we present energy
data to aid in experimental identification of these complexes and show that these
energies are relatively insensitive to the geometrical dimensions of the devices.
Secondly, we study similar models of charge-carrier complexes but this time
where the confinement is provided by the two-dimensional nature of the material,
rather than by artificial construction. Application of an in-plane electric field shifts
the binding energies of complexes in monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides
such that charged complexes can be identified from neutral ones. The truly twodimensional character of these materials results in a Keldysh interaction between
charge-carriers, rather than a screened Coulomb interaction. In such materials,
modelling the two-dimensional electron gas using a more realistic Keldysh interaction acts to lower the Wigner crystallisation density, when compared to using a
Coulomb interaction.
Thirdly, and finally, we perform ab-initio calculations of the defect formation
energy for mono-vacancies in graphene, with the aim of benchmarking the accuracy
of the widely-used density functional theory method in these types of calculation.
The mono-vacancy defect formation energy is shown to be significantly underestimated by density functional theory.
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Introduction
The last century has seen a great many advances in the field of condensed matter
physics. The theory of quantum mechanics has been of fundamental importance to
many of these advances. There has been much debate over the physical interpretations of the theory but the fact remains: quantum mechanics correctly predicts
the properties of a vast range of physical systems. This success has led to the birth
of the field of nanotechnology, which in turn has led to the fabrication of many of
the electronic devices we see today.
The isolation of graphene from graphite in 2004 [6] only served to further the
progress in this area. It led to a boom in the research of low-dimensional materials
as, for the first time, such materials were more than just convenient models to
study and further develop the theory of condensed matter. Low-dimensional semiconductors became a focal point in the pursuit of ever smaller and more portable
electronic devices but also in a host of potential new and exciting applications.
Clearly then, a good understanding of the quantum mechanical properties of
low-dimensional systems is crucial in unlocking the full potential of these new
materials. The aforementioned development of quantum mechanics has led to a
host of new methods with which we can study quantum systems and extract useful
information. It is this, in combination with the staggering improvements in the
capabilities of the modern computer (which is inextricably linked to our increased
understanding of quantum mechanics), that has led to emergence of the quantum
Monte Carlo techniques in which this thesis is heavily rooted.
In this work, we harness the power of quantum Monte Carlo methods to study
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a range of low-dimensional devices and materials that show interesting electronic
properties. To begin with, we study model systems in novel semiconductor nanostructures, as well as in two-dimensional semiconductors, to investigate the optoelectronic properties of such devices and materials. We then move on to investigate
the possibility of Wigner crystallisation in a two-dimensional semiconductor, and
a study of the properties of defects in graphene itself.
The content of this thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 1 we give an
introduction to the theory of the variational and diffusion quantum Monte Carlo
methods. In Chapter 2 we study models of interacting charge-carriers in semiconductor nanostructures embedded in three-dimensional heterostructures, namely
quantum rings and superlattices. We start Chapter 3 with a discussion of the
same charge-carrier models but this time where the host material is the family of two-dimensional materials known as transition metal dichalcogenides. The
remainder of Chapter 3 is devoted to a study of Wigner crystallisation in a twodimensional electron gas. Finally, in Chapter 4, we perform ab-initio calculations
to find the defect formation energy of mono-vacancies in graphene. Hartree atomic
units (e = me = ~ = 4π0 = 1) will be used throughout, unless otherwise stated.
Here, e is the magnitude of the electron charge, me is the free electron mass, ~ is
the Dirac constant, and 0 is the permittivity of free space.

2

Chapter 1
Introduction to quantum Monte
Carlo
1.1

The quantum many-body problem

Since Erwin Schrödinger first published his papers on wave mechanics in 1926
[7–10] it has become widely accepted amongst the scientific community that the
answers to most of the problems in condensed matter physics (amongst other subjects) can be obtained by solving the many-body Schrödinger equation. It turns
out however, that this linear partial differential equation can only be solved analytically for very few, small, and mostly non-interacting systems, such as the
hydrogen atom or the quantum harmonic oscillator; the search for (approximate)
solutions in more complicated problems is known as the quantum many-body problem. Before we go on to discuss methods of approximately solving the Schrödinger
equation, we will first introduce the equation and the many-body Hamiltonian.
The non-relativistic time-independent Schrödinger equation can be written as

ĤΨ(R, N) = EΨ(R, N),

(1.1)

where Ψ(R, N) is a many-body wave function of Ne electrons and NN nuclei and
the coordinate vectors are R = (r1 , . . . , rNe ), N = (n1 , . . . , nNN ) with ri and nI
3

the coordinates of the i(I)-th electron (nucleus). The many-body Hamiltonian Ĥ
takes the form
N

N

e
N
1X
1 2
1X
∇2ri −
∇
Ĥ = −
2 i=1
2 I=1 MI nI

N

+

N

N

I6=J

i6=j

−

N

e X
e
N X
N
1
1X
ZI ZJ
1X
+
2 i=1 j=1 |ri − rj | 2 I=1 J=1 |nI − nJ |

NN
Ne X
X
i=1 I=1

ZI
,
|ri − nI |

(1.2)

where MI is the mass, and ZI the charge, on the I-th nucleus. The first two
terms of Eq. (1.2) describe the kinetic energies of the electrons and the nuclei,
the terms on the second line describe the Coulomb electron-electron and nucleusnucleus interactions, while the final term describes the electron-nucleus Coulomb
interactions.
It is common to now make use of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [11]
in which we argue that because the masses of the nuclei are (at least) three orders
of magnitude larger than that of the electrons, the timescales in which the nuclei
move are much longer than for the electrons. Therefore, the electronic response
time to changes in nuclear positions can be considered to be immediate. Making
use of this approximation allows us to approximately decouple the nuclear and
electronic motion, resulting in a simpler electronic Schrödinger equation
"

#
NN
Ne
Ne X
Ne
Ne X
X
X
1
1
1
Z
1X
I
∇2ri +
−
+C Ψ(R) = EΨ(R), (1.3)
−
2 i=1
2 i=1 j=1 |ri − rj | 2 i=1 I=1 |ri − nI |
i6=j

where the nuclear kinetic energy is removed (decoupled), the nucleus-nucleus interaction energy is now just a constant offset C, and the positions of the nuclei
only appear as parameters. Vibrational effects of the nuclei can then be included
as a correction. This Hamiltonian is often simplified further by making use of
pseudopotentials to replace the interaction between the electrons and the nuclei
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and even some core electrons; see Sec. 1.3.2 for more details. From now on we will
just focus on the electronic problem and in doing so relabel Ne as N .
As we turn our attention to the problem of how to solve this equation for large
interacting systems, it is first instructive to think about the hydrogen atom. The
hydrogen atom (or hydrogen-like atoms), consisting of one atomic nucleus and
a single electron, has an analytical solution to the Schrödinger equation ψH (r).
Consider now the simple approach of including a second electron (in its own orbital)
by assuming it does not interact with the first electron; a two-body spatial wave
function for this system can be written as Ψ(r1 , r2 ) = ψH (r1 )ψH (r2 ). This form of
wave function however has a major flaw that prevents us from just scaling this up
to a product of N single-particle orbitals. When we introduce spin, we find that a
simple product like this does not satisfy the fermionic anti-symmetry requirements
of the Pauli exclusion principle. For spin-independent Hamiltonians (such as the
one described above), we can simplify this condition to an anti-symmetry on the
spatial wave function when exchanging same-spin electrons, and treat differentspin electrons as distinguishable. The Schrödinger equation is linear, so we can
write down a linear combination of these solutions to give a new wave function

1 
ΨS (r1 , r2 ) = √ ψH1 (r1 )ψH2 (r2 ) − ψH1 (r2 )ψH2 (r1 )
2!
1 ψH1 (r1 ) ψH2 (r1 )
,
= √
2! ψH (r2 ) ψH (r2 )
1
2

(1.4)

that does satisfy the anti-symmetry requirements, under exchange of same-spin
electrons. This can then be extended to obtain a fully anti-symmetrised product
of N single-particle orbitals, known as a Slater determinant. It turns out this
Slater determinant description of electrons is equivalent to describing electrons as
independent except for the effects of the exchange interaction (due to the antisymmetry) and an average Coulomb interaction (due to the average position of all
the other electrons). This description contains no description of correlation, and
so is often called a mean-field theory. By allowing different forms of single-particle
5

orbital, and inclusion of free parameters, one can make use of the variational
principle of quantum mechanics to minimise the energy expectation value of the
Hamiltonian for this Slater wave function, resulting in a numerical approximation
to the solution of the Schrödinger equation for N electrons. This is known as the
Hartree-Fock (HF) method [12–14].
Clearly, we would like to improve upon the HF method and include a better
description of correlation. Thanks to the theorems of Hohenberg and Kohn in
1964 [15], we can achieve this by making use of the electron density of the system
n, in a method known as density functional theory (DFT). These two theorems
tell us that, for a system of interacting particles, the exact ground-state electron
density n0 defines a unique energy functional E[n] of the electron density whose
global minimum is the same exact ground-state electron density, min E[n] = n0 .
n

In principle then, one just needs to find the form of this unique energy functional; however, finding this energy functional is essentially just a rewriting of
the many-problem in Eq. (1.3). The key is the Kohn-Sham ansatz, published a
year later in 1965 [16], which assumes that the ground-state electron density is
equal to the ground-state electron density of some non-interacting auxiliary system moving in a modified potential. Treating the system as non-interacting, i.e.
the wave function is a Slater determinant of single-particle orbitals {ψi (ri )} and
P
2
thus n = N
i=1 |ψi (ri )| , allows a large part of the energy functional to be computed exactly. The unknown part of the energy functional, dealing with exchange
and correlation effects, is then just a small correction to the non-interacting part.
Given some approximation for this exchange-correlation functional, the energy can
be obtained by varying the single-particle orbitals self-consistently. The simplest
approximation to the exchange-correlation functional is the local density approximation, where the functional is determined only by the density local to each point
in space. More complicated classes of exchange-correlation functionals include:
the generalised-gradient approximation, which also use the gradient of the density
at any point, the PBE (Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof) functional [17] is an example;
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and hybrid functionals which include a fraction the exact HF exchange energy,
such as B3LYP (Becke, 3-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr) [18, 19].
While DFT has been hugely successful, there a few areas in which it struggles
to give accurate results, including van der Waals interactions, the description of
excitonic complexes, and in calculations of energy differences where cancellation
of errors is not guaranteed (i.e. where there are large differences in the chemical
bonding between two systems) [20]; in this thesis, it is these systems in which we are
interested. To study such systems we make use of a powerful class of methods called
quantum Monte Carlo (QMC). The biggest advantage of QMC over HF and DFT
is the ability to handle large numbers (several hundreds) of explicitly correlated
electrons, making them ideal for use in solving the quantum many-body problem.
The explicitly correlated nature of QMC means the problem is not separable, as
in HF and DFT, hence we rely on stochastic Monte Carlo processes to obtain
a solution. Although there are many different variants of QMC methods such
as path-integral QMC [21], configuration interaction QMC [22, 23], auxiliary-field
QMC [24], and more; in this chapter we focus specifically on just two: variational
Monte Carlo (VMC) and diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) [25, 26]. In VMC, energy
expectation values are calculated with respect to some (explicitly correlated) trial
wave function, without restriction on the form of the trial wave function. To
achieve this, the 3N -dimensional integrals in the expectation value are evaluated
using Monte Carlo integration, the only method suitable for calculating integrals in
a large number of dimensions. The DMC method is a stochastic projector method
that simulates an evolution of the trial wave function according to the imaginarytime Schrödinger equation, in order to project out the ground-state component
of the trial wave function. Together, that is by using VMC to optimise a trial
wave function that will be the starting point in a subsequent DMC calculation,
these methods can lead to highly accurate results for large, many-body systems.
Indeed, it was QMC studies of the homogeneous electron gas [25] that were used
to parametrise the local density approximation exchange-correlation functionals
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in DFT. Furthermore, the stochastic nature of QMC methods means they are
highly parallelisable and so they are well suited to take advantage of largest scale
computers. The casino code [27] has been used for all QMC calculations in this
thesis.

1.2

Statistical foundations

1.2.1

Monte Carlo integration

Before we discuss any further details of QMC methods, we must first cover some
statistics. In a given many-body system consisting of N electrons any integrals
that arise, say, in calculating expectation values with respect to a particular wave
function are in 3N dimensions. In general, no analytic solution exists and so we
must turn to numerical methods. For small numbers of electrons (N < 3) these
integrals can be evaluated using grid-based methods and can be very efficient in
doing so. As the electron number rises, however, these can be very inefficient. For
example, take a d-dimensional integral; then the error estimate using Simpson’s
4

rule scales as O(M − d ) where M is the number of sampling points, showing extremely poor scaling in high dimensions [28]. In contrast the error in Monte Carlo
1

integration scales as O(M − 2 ), i.e. independently of d, making it highly suitable for
dealing with expectation values of tens or even hundreds of electrons. This remarkable error scaling is achieved by use of random sampling rather than grid-based
sampling.
To illustrate this point, take a system of N electrons and let

R = (r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ),

(1.5)

where ri is the position of the i-th electron. A particular value of R, or configuration, is equivalent to a snapshot of the N electrons at a particular time. Let us
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now define a function f (R) with mean µf and variance σf2 given by
Z
µf =
σf2

f (R)ρ(R) dR,
Z

=

[f (R) − µf ]2 ρ(R) dR,

(1.6)

where ρ(R) denotes the probability density1 of finding electrons in the configuration R. Taking a set of M uncorrelated (mutually independent) configurations
{Rm : m ∈ {1, . . . , M }} distributed according the probability density ρ(R) we can
define a new quantity

Zf =

[f (R1 ) + · · · + f (RM )]
.
M

(1.7)

When M is large enough, the central limit theorem [29] states that Zf will be
√
normally distributed with mean µf and standard deviation σf / M . Thus, the
integral µf can be evaluated simply as

µf = lim

M →∞


M
1 X
f (Rm ) .
M m=1

(1.8)

Of course, in reality a Monte Carlo estimate is evaluated as
M
1 X
f (Rm ),
µf ≈
M m=1

(1.9)

ensuring we use a large enough M . Therefore, we obtain an estimate of the multidimensional integral µf with an error that is independent of the dimension of R and
1

scales as O(M − 2 ). One can extend this form of Monte Carlo integration to general
integrals by first re-writing the integrand g(R) such that g(R) = f (R)ρ(R), as
we demonstrate later in Chapter 1.3. Here ρ(R) is called an importance function
because it has the effect of biasing our sampling to the region of configuration
space in which we have the most interest.
1

That is, ρ satisfies ρ(R) ≥ 0 and

R

ρ(R) dR = 1, ∀ R.
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1.2.2

Metropolis sampling algorithm

The Metropolis sampling algorithm [30–32] is an example of a Markov process [33]
and is an efficient way to sample a probability distribution function ρ(R). A
Markov process is one in which each step of the process depends only on the
current configuration. The algorithm involves taking a set of configurations {Rm }
and moving each one according to the following steps:
1. Generate a random position for configuration Rm .
2. Propose a trial move to some configuration R0m . These trial moves are picked
from some transition probability density T (Rm → R0m ) centred on Rm .
3. Accept the move with probability
(

)
0
0
T
(R
→
R
)ρ(R
)
m
m
m
A(Rm → R0m ) = min 1,
.
T (Rm → R0m )ρ(Rm )

(1.10)

4. Return to step 2.
If the trial move is accepted then R0m becomes the next point on the path and
becomes the new current configuration, otherwise Rm is added again. This has
the effect of moving configurations away from regions of low probability density to
regions where the probability density is higher. After some equilibration period the
configuration density will be distributed according to the probability density ρ(R),
and further application of the Metropolis algorithm will not alter the configuration
density further. In other words, we have reached a stationary point of the Markov
process and, provided the system is ergodic2 , this stationary point is unique and
the Markov process is guaranteed to converge to it [34, 35].
To see that ρ(R) is a stationary point, let n(R) be the density of configurations
in the volume element dR, then n(R)dR gives the number of configurations in dR,
while A(R → R0 )T (R → R0 )dR0 gives the probability of configurations moving
from dR to dR0 . Therefore, the number of configurations moving from dR to dR0
2

A configuration in one position can reach any other position in a finite number of moves.
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is given by
A(R → R0 )T (R → R0 )n(R)dR0 dR.
Now, the detailed balance condition (which is guaranteed to hold in ergodic systems [29]) states that, in equilibrium, the number of configurations moving from
dR to dR0 must equal to the number moving from dR0 to dR, so

A(R → R0 )T (R → R0 )n(R) = A(R0 → R)T (R0 → R)n(R0 ).

(1.11)

Using the definition of the Metropolis algorithm to give us the ratio of acceptance
probabilities
A(R0 → R)
T (R → R0 ) ρ(R)
=
,
A(R → R0 )
T (R0 → R) ρ(R0 )

(1.12)

A(R0 → R)T (R0 → R)
ρ(R)
n(R)
=
=
0
0
0
n(R )
A(R → R )T (R → R )
ρ(R0 ),

(1.13)

we find that

demonstrating that ρ(R) is indeed a stationary point of this Markov process.
In casino the transition probability density used is simply a Gaussian, because
it is symmetric and efficient to calculate. The symmetry also allows for the acceptance probability to be simplified to just the ratio of the probability densities.
Therefore, when dealing with a wave function Ψ(R) of many quantum particles
R
with probability density |Ψ(R)|2 / |Ψ(R)|2 dR, the acceptance probability in Eq.
(1.10) simplifies to
)
0
2
|Ψ(R
)|
m
,
A(Rm → R0m ) = min 1,
|Ψ(Rm )|2
(

(1.14)

and we see that the normalisation factor of the wave function cancels, another
benefit to using this method.
The variance of the Gaussian transition probability density T (R → R0 ) effectively controls how far a configuration will move on average. When the distance
between current and proposed configurations is large, moves are more likely to be
rejected and when it is low each step is close to the previous one. In both cases,
11

recorded configurations are very close to each to other and this leads to inefficient
exploration of the configuration space. In VMC this variance (also called the time
step3 τ ) is chosen so that the acceptance probability is approximately 50%, which
maximises the efficiency of the algorithm [30, 36].
The first step of the Metropolis algorithm involves generating a position for
each configuration. For an ab-initio calculation, casino biases these random positions to where we expect the electrons to be, i.e. around the nuclei. In a model
calculation, electrons positions are picked from a uniform distribution in regions
where the potential is not infinite, or chosen according to some single-particle
orbitals.
Let us now define “some equilibration period”. For an electron on a random,
diffusive, walk in d-dimensional space, the root-mean-square distance covered by
p
the electron, over Nequil steps of length τ , is given by dNequil τ . An equilibration
period is deemed sufficient when

p
dNequil τ > Llarge ,

(1.15)

where Llarge is the largest relevant length scale in the problem. For example, the
linear size of a molecule, or the size of the periodic supercell in bulk material.

1.2.3

Serial correlation

To increase sampling efficiency, casino employs an electron-by-electron scheme
for proposing configuration moves rather than configuration-by-configuration [36].
Proposing, and then accepting or rejecting single-electron moves, rather than
whole-configuration moves, results in a more efficient algorithm because successive
steps are closer together, and so more likely to be accepted. The average distance
moved over N single-electron moves will therefore be larger than the distance over
one whole-configuration move.
In either case, this presents us with an issue: serial correlation. Choosing
3

Note, this is the same τ that appears in Eq. (1.15).
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configurations that are close to their predecessor results in serial correlation but our
estimate of the error on the Monte Carlo estimate requires uncorrelated samples.
One way to deal with this is to use only every k-th sample in the estimate, for
example in casino, a minimum of only every 3rd sample is used in the Monte Carlo
estimate. If the distance between samples that are actually used in the estimate
is larger than the decorrelation length (the typical distance between uncorrelated
samples) then the data will be uncorrelated.
We can also deal with serial correlation on-the-fly using the reblocking method
[37]. Imagine we have some function f (R) sampled at some M sampling points
{Rm } generated by the Metropolis algorithm; we then group the data into blocks
of successive pairs. Within each of these pairs we average the data; this results in
a data set of size M/2 but one in which the data points are more independent (less
correlated). This process can then be iterated until the serial correlation between
the data points is removed. As we increase the block length (i.e. reduce serial
correlation) we can expect the standard error in the mean of these data points to
initially increase, until the block length exceeds the decorrelation length (all the
serial correlation is removed from the data). At this point the standard error in
the mean remains constant with reblocking length and we have found our true
error in the mean. It is necessary to avoid just choosing an overly large block
length from the outset in the hope of skipping this analysis as this will result an
extremely small data set leading to a poor estimate of the standard error. One
can use an automated method to choose the appropriate reblocking length [38].

1.3
1.3.1

Variational Monte Carlo
Expectation values

In the VMC method we use Monte Carlo integration to evaluate many-body expectation values. Taking a trial wave function ΨT (R), the expectation value of an
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operator Â can be evaluated as
R
hÂiVMC =

Ψ†T (R)ÂΨT (R) dR
R
=
|ΨT (R)|2 dR

R

|ΨT (R)|2 AL (R) dR
R
= hAL iVMC ,
|ΨT (R)|2 dR

(1.16)

where we have introduced the local operator AL (R) = Ψ−1
T (R)ÂΨT (R). Hence,
we can obtain a Monte Carlo estimate of the expectation value of Â simply by
evaluating the average of the local operator AL (R) at configurations sampled acR
cording to the importance function |ΨT (R)|2 / |ΨT (R)|2 dR. The error estimate
√
in this expectation value is given by σA / M where
R
σA2 =

|ΨT (R)|2 [AL (R) − hAL iVMC ]2 dR
R
,
|ΨT (R)|2 dR

(1.17)

and M is the number of uncorrelated configurations used in the estimate. The only
restriction on the form of trial wave function used is that it is a valid wave function,
i.e. it satisfies the following: that ΨT (R) and ∇R ΨT (R) are continuous everywhere
R
except where the potential is infinite and that the integrals |ΨT (R)|2 dR and
R †
ΨT (R)ÂΨT (R) dR exist. To be able to evaluate the error on the estimate we also
R
require Ψ†T (R)Â2 ΨT (R) dR to exist. While the form of the trial wave function
is not restricted to being real the expectation value of a Hermitian operator4 is
real in the limit of perfect sampling; therefore we can increase the efficiency of the
method by only evaluating the real part of the local operator Re(AL (R)).
So far we have avoided mentioning spin. We can include spin without complicating the above discussion, as we will now demonstrate. Take a many-electron
wave function ΨT (X) where X = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) with xi = (ri , σi ) for spin
σi ∈ {↑, ↓}. Then the expectation of a spin-independent operator5 Â is

hÂiVMC

P R †
Ψ (X)Â(R)ΨT (X) dR
= σ P TR
,
|ΨT (X)|2 dR
σ

(1.18)

where we sum over all spin configurations σ = (σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σN ). Now, further
4
5

An operator that corresponds to a physical observable.
The only case covered in this thesis.
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assume that ΨT (X) is an eigenfunction of the total spin operator6 Ŝz =

PN

i=1

ŝzi

with eigenvalue (N↑ − N↓ )/2 where N↑ is the number of spin-up electrons and N↓
the number of spin-down electrons (i.e. we have N↑ + N↓ = N ). For fermionic
particles, such as electrons, ΨT (X) is anti-symmetric under exchange of electron
coordinates so we are free to choose a permutation for X. Let us choose the
permutation X0 where all spin-up electrons occupy the first N↑ positions and all
spin-down electrons occupy the final N↓ positions, then
X0 = (xi1 , . . . , xiN )
= (ri1 , ↑, . . . , riN↑ , ↑, riN↑ +1 , ↓, . . . , riN , ↓)
= (r1 , ↑, . . . , rN↑ , ↑, rN↑ +1 , ↓, . . . , rN , ↓)

(1.19)

where in the last line we re-label the dummy variables. The trial wave functions
ΨT (X) and ΨT (X0 ) now only differ by a factor of (−1)n , where n is the number of
electron exchanges we made to obtain our desired permutation X0 , so

|ΨT (X)|2 = |(−1)n ΨT (X0 )|2 = |ΨT (X0 )|2 ,

(1.20)

and we can define the ordered spatial trial wave function

ΨT (R) ≡ ΨT (X0 ) = ΨT (r1 , ↑, . . . , rN↑ , ↑, rN↑ +1 , ↓, . . . , rN , ↓),

(1.21)

which we can use in place of the full space-spin trial wave function without loss.
We can now see that the terms in each of the sums of Eq. (1.18) are identical and
so they cancel giving the expectation value of the operator Â as
R
hÂiVMC =

Ψ†T (R)ÂΨT (R) dR
R
,
|ΨT (R)|2 dR

(1.22)

with respect to the spatial wave function ΨT (R), which is the same as in Eq. (1.16).
Note, the spatial wave function ΨT (R) is only anti-symmetric under exchange of
6

A restriction that is reasonable to impose if [Â, Ŝz ] = 0.
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same-spin electrons. Spin-up and spin-down electrons are therefore treated as
distinguishable.
The operator we are most interested in is, of course, the many-electron Hamiltonian7 Ĥ. With a trial wave function ΨT (R), the energy expectation value E can
be estimated using VMC and is bounded below by the variational principle
hΨT |Ĥ|ΨT i
=
hΨT |ΨT i

R

M
|ΨT (R)|2 EL (R) dR
1 X
R
≈
EL (Rm ) = EVMC ≥ E0 ,
M m=1
|ΨT (R)|2 dR

(1.23)

where the local energy is EL (R) = Ψ−1
T (R)ĤΨT (R), the configurations {Rm }
R
are distributed according to |ΨT (R)|2 / |ΨT (R)|2 dR, and E0 is the ground-state
energy of the system. Let Φ0 (R) be the exact ground-state eigenfunction; then
equality occurs if, and only if, ΨT = Φ0 and the VMC energy EVMC is equal to
1

E0 subject to a statistical error that falls away as O(M − 2 ), for M uncorrelated
configurations {Rm }.

1.3.2

Trial wave function

Slater-Jastrow wave functions
The form of trial wave function we can use in VMC is essentially unrestricted,
so we now turn our attention to the discussion of what is an appropriate trial wave
function. Recall from our earlier discussion (Sec. 1.1) that a Slater determinant
effectively imposes the fermionic symmetry requirements on a set of independent
indistinguishable particles. Indeed, were we to use this Slater wave function in
a VMC calculation we would obtain the HF energy. The most common form of
QMC trial wave function (and the form we use in this thesis) makes use of the
Slater determinant and multiplies it by a so-called Jastrow factor, which attempts
to describe dynamical correlation effects between the electrons, resulting in the
Slater-Jastrow wave function

ΨSJ (R) = eJ(R) ΨS (R) = eJ(R) D(R),
7

Which is indeed spin-independent.
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(1.24)

where J(R) is called the Jastrow correlation factor, ΨS (R) = D(R) is the Slater
part of the wave function.

Slater determinant
As we have already seen, a Slater determinant contains single-particle orbitals of
indistinguishable particles. We are treating different spin electrons as distinguishable, so the determinant is often expanded as a product of Slater determinants of
each set of distinguishable particles. Hence, for the usual system of spin-up and
spin-down electrons

D(R) = D↑ (r1 , . . . , rN↑ )D↓ (rN↑ +1 , . . . , rN ),

(1.25)

where the individual Slater determinants are
ψ1 (r1 )

ψ1 (r2 )

···

ψ1 (rN↑ )

ψ2 (r1 )
1
D↑ (r1 , . . . , rN↑ ) = p
..
N↑ !
.

ψ2 (r2 )
..
.

···
...

ψ2 (rN↑ )
,
..
.

ψN↑ (r1 ) ψN↑ (r2 ) · · ·

(1.26)

ψN↑ (rN↑ )

and similarly for D↓ (rN↑ +1 , . . . , rN ). Obviously, the normalisation factor cancels
out in practice, as we noted in Sec. 1.2.2, and so can be ignored but we include
it here as the definition of a Slater determinant. Splitting the Slater determinant
in this fashion also acts to increase the efficiency of a QMC calculation as we only
need to (repeatedly) evaluate multiple smaller determinants rather than one larger
one. The single-particle orbitals can be taken from methods like HF and DFT for
ab-initio calculations of real systems (as we do in Chapter 4), or specially designed
for calculations in model systems (see Chapter 2). The nodal topology defined by
these Slater wave functions is actually all that the DMC energy depends on (see
Sec. 1.4).
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Jastrow factor
Description of dynamical correlation effects is then the job of the Jastrow factor.
In order to not interfere with the exchange anti-symmetry provided by the Slater
determinant, the Jastrow function J(R) must be symmetric under the exchange
of (like) particles. We also require the Jastrow function to be positive definite so
as to not disrupt the nodal surface. A typical Jastrow factor for N electrons and
NN nuclei, such as the one developed by Drummond, Towler, and Needs [39], is
written as
N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
N
XX
1 XX
1 XXX
J(R) =
u(rij ) +
f (riI , rjI , rij ),
χ(riI ) +
2 i=1 j=1
2 i=1 j=1 I=1
i=1 I=1

i6=j

(1.27)

i6=j

and is composed of electron-electron (u), electron-nucleus (χ), and electron-electronnucleus (f ) terms, where rij = |ri − rj | and riI = |ri − rI |.
The two-body u term often has the most impact on the quality of the trial wave
function. It acts to reduce the magnitude of ΨT (R) when electrons approach each
other, thereby reducing the Coulomb repulsion energy and increasing the quality
of the trial wave function (by the variational principle). In the Drummond-TowlerNeeds (DTN) Jastrow factor, the u term has the following form

u(rij ) = (rij − Lu )C Θ(Lu − rij )

Nu
X

l
αl rij
.

(1.28)

l=0

The sum is a power expansion in the inter-particle distances with Nu optimisable
free parameters8 {α0 , . . . , αNu }, which is then smoothly truncated, with C − 1 continuous derivatives, at the cut-off distance Lu . Θ is a Heaviside step function. To
constitute a valid wave function we must therefore have, the truncation parameter,
C ≥ 2. The reason for the smooth truncation of the term to zero at Lu is twofold.
Firstly, by reducing the cut-off we ensure variational freedom is in the right place
to facilitate optimisation, i.e. at short-range, and simultaneously lowers the cost
8
One parameter will be determined by ensuring that the wave function satisfies the Kato cusp
conditions.
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of computing the term, as not every particle pair needs to be calculated. Secondly,
in periodic systems inter-particle distances are only evaluated between nearest periodic images, hence we must ensure that Lu is less than the radius LWS of the
largest sphere that can be inscribed within the Wigner-Seitz cell of the simulation
cell. casino also has the ability to apply a separate set of parameters to different
sets of particles, for different spins, or for different atomic species, for example.
An unintended consequence of the two-body u term is an altering of the oneelectron density, which can be restored (or further altered) by the one-body χ term.
The three-body f terms encode additional freedom into the trial wave function.
Both the χ and f terms have similar forms to the u term in Eq. (1.28). These are
the most common Jastrow factor terms therefore, before discussing any additional
terms, we will briefly describe the Kato cusp conditions.

Kato cusp conditions
Consider the situation when two electrons approach other: the Coulomb potential energy between the two diverges. In contrast, for an eigenstate of the state of
the system, the local energy remains constant. Therefore, to accurately describe
the eigenstates of a system we must enforce on the trial wave function that the
kinetic energy has an equal and opposite divergence whenever two charged particles approach other. We can impose this behaviour by satisfying the Kato cusp
conditions [40]. For a general pair of charged particles with charges qi and qj ,
respectively, reduced mass µij , separated by rij = |ri − rj |, the local energy will
be finite if we have
1 ∂ΨT
ΨT ∂rij

!
=
rij =0

2qi qj µij
= Γij ,
d±1

(1.29)

where d is the dimensionality of the system, and the plus and minus signs in the
denominator are used for indistinguishable and distinguishable particles, respectively. For a Slater-Jastrow wave function this becomes just a condition on the
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Jastrow factor
∂J
∂rij

!
= Γij .

(1.30)

rij =0

For d = 3 the electron-electron cusp conditions become

Γ↑↑ = Γ↓↓ =

1
4

Γ↑↓ = Γ↓↑ =

1
,
2

(1.31)

where ↑ and ↓ have been used to represent the spins of electrons i and j. In the
DTN Jastrow factor, the Kato cusp conditions on electron-electron coalescence are
enforced by setting
α1 =

Γij
Cα0
,
+
C
(−Lu )
Lu

(1.32)

in the electron-electron (u) term from Eq. (1.28).
Equivalently, there exists an electron-nucleus cusp which can be satisfied either
by modifying the single-particle orbitals [41], or by setting
∂J
∂riI

!
= −ZI .

(1.33)

riI =0

Additional Jastrow terms
While the u, χ, and f Jastrow terms described above are the terms that occur
most commonly, it is often necessary to include additional Jastrow terms, such
as the H term which is a generalised version of the 3-body f term but without
the restriction that one particle is a nucleus. In general, this H term is used in
model systems rather than ab-initio calculations where the benefit outweighs the
additional cost. In periodic systems, the u-term, for example, is truncated at the
Wigner-Setiz radius of the simulation cell, meaning we are missing a large number
of electron-electron pairs. The p-term is a plane-wave expansion which aims to add
variational freedom into the corners of the simulation cell. It takes the following
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form
p(rij ) =

X
s

as

X

cos(G · rij ),

(1.34)

G∈{G+
s }

where {as } is a set of optimisable parameters, and the set {G+
s } is the set of
simulation-cell reciprocal lattice vectors belonging to the s-th star of vectors equivalent under the symmetry of the lattice9 where we exclude −G, if G is included.
Other terms, such as the EXJAS and χcyl terms are sometimes used and will be
introduced later in Chapter 2.

Backflow transformations
The Jastrow factor is positive definite and so has no effect on the nodal surface of
the trial wave function, which is defined wholly by the Slater determinants. Backflow transformations of the particle co-ordinates R are a commonly used method
to alter the nodal surface of the Slater determinant. The backflow transformation
R → X, where X = (x1 , . . . , xN ) is now a vector of quasi-particle co-ordinates
and not space-spin vectors, is defined by

X(R) = R + ξ(R),

(1.35)

where the backflow displacement ξ has a form similar to the DTN Jastrow factor,
except that it is a vector function in rij instead of a scalar function in rij . The
backflow displacement is, similarly, composed of electron-electron (η), electronnucleus (µ) terms, and electron-electron-nucleus (Φ, Θ) terms, whose exact form
can be found in Ref. [42]. As these are vector functions, the electron-electronnucleus term requires two functions to span the electron-electron-nucleus plane.
Slater-Jastrow-backflow trial wave functions can be helpful in improving the
DMC energy, or evaluating the fixed-node error, but at the expense of adding an
extra factor of N to the cost of the calculation [27, 42].
9

Essentially, a star is set of equivalent lattice vectors that are the same distance away from
the origin.
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Pseudopotentials
The many-body Hamiltonian of Eq. (1.3) includes sums over all electrons (and
nuclei), which works well for light atoms. However, it becomes impractical for
heavy atoms; indeed, the cost of an all-electron QMC calculations scales with
atomic number Z somewhere in the range Z 5.5 to Z 6.5 [43–45]. This arises largely
due to two main factors: one, the core electrons move over shorter length scales
than the valence electrons and so require a smaller time to ensure we are in the
linear time step bias regime (see Sec. 1.4); and second, the (comparatively) large
kinetic and potential energies for the core electrons result in large fluctuations in
the local energy, reducing the statistical efficiency. In general though, it is only
the valence electrons that participate in chemically interesting interactions (such as
bonding and excitations), so it would be convenient to remove the core electrons
from the problem but retain their effect on the valence electrons. This then is
exactly the job of a pseudopotential, removing the core electrons (and nuclei),
or ionic cores, from a calculation while reproducing their effect on the valence
electrons.
Where ionic cores have been replaced in this thesis we have used Trail-Needs
Dirac-Fock pseudopotentials [46, 47]. To ensure accuracy in the pseudopotentials
we have used the data in Ref. [48] to choose our plane-wave cut-off energies large
enough to ensure minimal basis-set errors, and to choose the angular momentum
of the local channel so that we eliminate any potential ghost states.

Two-level sampling
Recall from Sec. 1.2.2 that the Metropolis algorithm acceptance probability is
given by
)
0 2
|Ψ(R
)|
.
A(R → R0 ) = min 1,
|Ψ(R)|2
(

(1.36)

For a Slater-Jastrow trial wave function this becomes
(
A(R → R0 ) = min 1,

N

2J(R)
|D↑2 (R1 ↑ )D↓2 (RN
N↑ +1 )|e
0N

0

|D↑2 (R1 ↑ )D↓2 (RNN↑ +1 )|e2J(R0 )
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)
,

(1.37)

N

where R1 ↑ = (r1 , . . . , rN↑ ) and RN
N↑ +1 = (rN↑ +1 , . . . , rN ). A more efficient way to
evaluate the acceptance probability is to use a two-level sampling algorithm [49].
In casino this is done by splitting the acceptance probability into the following
two levels

N

(
A1 (R → R0 ) = min 1,

|D↑2 (R1 ↑ )D↓2 (RN
N↑ +1 )|
0N

)

0

|D↑2 (R1 ↑ )D↓2 (RNN↑ +1 )|

,

(1.38)

and
(

)
2J(R)
e
A2 (R → R0 ) = min 1, 2J(R0 ) .
e

(1.39)

Trial moves are then accepted with the probability A(R → R0 ) = A1 (R →
R0 )A2 (R → R0 ). The Slater part of the probability A1 = (R → R0 ) is calculated first as it is computationally cheaper and tends to have a lower acceptance
probability than for the Jastrow part A2 (R → R0 ), then only if this first step is
accepted do we compute A2 (R → R0 ).

1.3.3

Optimisation of the trial wave function

The DTN Jastrow factor contains many free parameters and, by making use of the
variational principle, we can optimise these parameters10 to increase the quality of
the trial wave function, by which we mean to lower the VMC energy. There are
two main classes of methods for optimising trial wave functions. The first involve
minimising some measure of the spread of local energies, such as the variance.
When ΨT (R) is an exact eigenstate of the many-body Hamiltonian, the local
energy is constant everywhere and so the variance of the local energy is zero. We
can therefore use the variance of the local energy11
R
σE2

=

|ΨT (R)|2 [EL (R) − EVMC ]2 dR
R
,
|ΨT (R)|2 dR

10

(1.40)

It is also possible to have free parameters in the single-particle orbitals, determinant coefficients, and backflow terms and optimise these at the same time.
11
We need to use the full complex local energy here because it is possible for the real part to
be constant and the imaginary part to vary, which is not an eigenstate of the system.
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as our cost function for optimisation and attempt to minimise this by using the
procedure of Umrigar et al. [50]. Almost all of the parameters12 that appear in
the Jastrow terms u, χ, and f appear linearly. For such parameters there exists
a far more efficient scheme based on the fact the variance of the local energy
is a quartic function of said linear parameters [51]. Given that any eigenstate
of the system has zero variance of the local energy it is possible, therefore, to
use variance minimisation to obtain excited state wave functions. Instead of the
variance one may use other measures of the spread; in particular minimising the
mean absolute deviation from the median [52] is sometimes useful in cases where
variance minimisation fails, see Chapter 2.2.3 for a discussion of this.
The other class of method is to directly optimise the energy itself, which is
bounded below by the true ground-state energy. This is achieved by diagonalising
the Hamiltonian in a basis set containing the trial wave function and its derivatives
with respect to the free parameters. For a parameter set α, this basis set takes
the form


∂ΨT
ΨT |α ,
∂α1

∂ΨT
,
α ∂α2


,... .
α

Simply trying to diagonalise the Hamiltonian with respect to this basis set often
leads to instability in the algorithm, so energy minimisation needs a robust algorithm, such as the one introduced by Umrigar et al. [53], for it to be an effective
optimisation technique.
Variance minimisation is generally the most numerically stable approach and
it is able to search a large parameter space, while energy minimisation often gets
stuck in local minima and so is not very effective when the initial parameter set is
far from global minimum in parameter space. However, an energy-minimised trial
wave function results in a more efficient DMC algorithm [43]. In this thesis, we
optimise trial wave functions first by variance minimisation, to get near the global
energy minimum, then by energy minimisation. This process greatly reduces the
risk of finding a local energy minimum instead of the global energy minimum,
12

With the exclusion of the cut-off length and the truncation parameter.
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and we obtain a trial wave function that increases the efficiency of the subsequent
DMC calculation.

1.4
1.4.1

Diffusion Monte Carlo
Imaginary-time Schrödinger equation

VMC does well at evaluating the energy of a particular trial wave function but
this trial wave function completely determines VMC energy. Using DMC we can
improve upon this by weakening the dependence on ΨT (R), and in some cases
even remove this dependence to give the exact ground-state energy. DMC is a
stochastic projector method that projects out the ground-state component of the
many-body wave function by evolving the wave function through imaginary time,
from which we can then calculate the ground-state energy.
We will now introduce the imaginary-time Schrödinger equation. First let
us write the many-body time-dependent Schrödinger equation in terms of total
energies, and we will include a constant energy offset ET ,



∂
1 2
− ∇R + V (R) − ET Ψ(R, t) = i Ψ(R, t).
2
∂t

(1.41)

We then arrive at the imaginary-time Schrödinger equation by substituting τ = it,
where τ is a real variable that measures progress through imaginary time,



1 2
∂
− ∇R + V (R) − ET Ψ(R, τ ) = − Ψ(R, τ ).
2
∂τ

(1.42)

To see why this formulation of the Schrödinger equation is useful, take a look at
the formal solution. Given a set of eigenstates {Φn (R)} with energies {En }, then
we can expand the wave function as

Ψ(R, τ ) =

∞
X
n=0
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cn (τ )Φn (R),

(1.43)

for some set of (possibly complex) coefficients {cn (τ )}. For time-independent
Hamiltonians13 the time-dependence is separable, so we can make use of the timeevolution operator and write Ψ(R, τ ) as

Ψ(R, τ ) =

∞
X

cn (0)Φn (R)e−(En −ET )τ .

(1.44)

n=0

Notice that the exponent is real and so propagation in imaginary time τ causes
any eigenstates with En > ET to exponentially decay14 . Choosing ET such that
En > ET ∀ n ≥ 1 results in all excited-state components dying out, leaving
Ψ(R, τ → ∞) ∝ Φ0 (R).

1.4.2

Imaginary-time evolution

To demonstrate how to evolve the wave function through imaginary time let us
take a look at the integral form of Eq. (1.42). The wave function Ψ(R, τ ) at time
τ + δτ is
Z
Ψ(R, τ + δτ ) =

G(R0 → R, δτ )Ψ(R0 , τ ) dR0 ,

(1.45)

where the Green’s function

G(R0 → R, δτ ) = hR|e−δτ [Ĥ−ET ] |R0 i = hR|e−δτ [T̂ +V (R)−ET ] |R0 i

(1.46)

is a solution to Eq. (1.42), having initial condition G(R0 → R, 0) = δ(R0 − R), and
where we have defined the total kinetic energy operator T̂ such that T̂ Ψ(R, τ ) =
(−1/2)∇2R Ψ(R, τ ). This equation can be interpreted as the probability of a configuration R occurring at some time τ + δτ being given by the probability of moving
from configuration R0 to configuration R in the time δτ , G(R0 → R, δτ ), multiplied by the probability of starting at configuration R0 , Ψ(R0 , τ ), with the integral
accounting for all possible starting configurations.
13

The only case we encounter in this thesis.
A similar solution can be obtained for the real-time Schrödinger equation but the exponent
here is imaginary resulting in oscillatory, rather than exponential growth/decay, behaviour.
14
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By the Trotter-Suzuki formula [54] we can approximately factor the Green’s
function as

G(R0 → R, δτ ) = hR|e−δτ [T̂ +V (R)−ET ] |R0 i
0

≈ e−δτ [V (R)−ET ]/2 hR|e−δτ T̂ |R0 ie−δτ [V (R )−ET ]/2 + O(δτ 3 )
0

= hR|e−δτ T̂ |R0 ie−δτ [V (R)+V (R )−2ET ]/2 + O(δτ 3 ).

(1.47)

The part of this Green’s function that contains the total kinetic energy operator
T̂ corresponds to imaginary time Schrödinger equation Eq. (1.42) but where we
ignore the potential and reference energy terms on the left hand-side
∂
1 2
∇R Ψ(R, τ ) =
Ψ(R, τ ).
2
∂τ

(1.48)

This, then, is just a diffusion equation and has the following Green’s function

Gdiff (R0 → R, δτ ) =

|R−R0 |2
1
− 2δτ
e
,
(2πδτ )3N/2

(1.49)

and we can write G(R0 → R, δτ ) as

G(R0 → R, δτ ) =

|R−R0 |2
1
0
− 2δτ
e−δτ [V (R)+V (R )−2ET ]/2 + O(δτ 3 ).
e
3N/2
(2πδτ )

(1.50)

This Green’s function can be used for a DMC calculation; however, there are
numerous issues with it, the chief among them being that, for this to be valid,
we require that the wave function Ψ(R, τ ) itself can be interpreted as probability
distribution (not just |Ψ(R, τ )|2 ), in particular that it is real and non-negative.
However, the need to maintain fermion exchange anti-symmetry for our manyelectron wave functions necessitates that Ψ(R, τ ) take positive and negative values.
While naively it may seem the solution would be to introduce, and keep of track
of, signs for the configurations, it turns out that these methods are particularly
inefficient15 [55]. We will therefore introduce a more efficient method, namely
15

They have an exponentially decaying signal-to-noise ratio.
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the importance-sampled method, and then describe how we handle the fermion
anti-symmetry problem.

1.4.3

Importance sampling

Importance sampling in DMC makes use of a guiding, or trial, wave function
ΨT (R) (which we take to be a VMC optimised wave function as described previously) to bias the sampling towards regions of interest. If we, for now, assume
the wave function Ψ(R, τ ) is real (see Sec. 1.4.4 for a discussion of using complex
wave functions), we can introduce the mixed distribution

f (R, τ ) = Ψ(R, τ )ΨT (R),

(1.51)

and then the importance-sampled imaginary-time Schrödinger equation is
∂
1
− ∇2R f (R, τ )+∇R ·[V(R)f (R, τ )]+(EL (R)−ET )f (R, τ ) = − f (R, τ ), (1.52)
2
∂τ
where V(R) = Ψ−1
T (R)∇R ΨT (R) is the drift velocity, and EL (R) is the usual local
energy; see Appendix A for a derivation. We can then modify the Green’s function
of Eq. (1.50) so that

G(R0 → R, δτ ) = Gdrift (R0 → R, δτ )Gbranch (R0 → R, δτ ) +O(δτ 2 )
|
{z
}

(1.53)

GDMC (R0 →R,δτ )

where

Gdrift (R0 → R, δτ ) =

|R−R0 −δτ V(R0 )|2
1
−
2δτ
e
(2πδτ )3N/2
0

Gbranch (R0 → R, δτ ) = e−δτ [EL (R)+EL (R )−2ET ]/2 .

(1.54)

The drift-diffusion Green’s function Gdrift (R0 → R, δτ ) describes a drift-diffusion
process and corresponds to removing the third term in Eq. (1.52) (which is then
just a Langevin equation). We have assumed that the drift velocity between R
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and R0 is constant, which has increased the error in GDMC (R0 → R, δτ ) from
O(δτ 3 ) to O(δτ 2 ), this will be discussed further in Sec. 1.4.6. The branching
Green’s function Gbranch (R0 → R, δτ ) describes an exponential growth/decay in
the population of configurations and corresponds to removing the first two terms in
Eq. (1.52) (which is then just a rate equation). We interpret this branching factor
as a survival probability rather than a weight. For example, let w = Gbranch (R0 →
R, δτ ), then if w < 1 the configuration only survives this step with probability w,
while if w ≥ 1 then the configuration survives, and produces a new (independent)
configuration with probability w − 1. In this way we avoid any one configuration
gaining exponentially more weight than any other.
It is clear then, that we can propagate the mixed distribution f (R, τ ) through
imaginary time (according the DMC Green’s function) by simulating a population
of M (τ ) configurations16 {Rm } that, over each time step δτ , drift by δτ V(Rm ),
randomly diffuse, and then are subject to a survival probability. More rigorously,
at any time in a DMC calculation, we represent the mixed distribution f (R, τ ) by
the ensemble average

f (R, τ ) =

* M (τ )
X

+
wm (τ )δ(R − Rm ) ,

(1.55)

i=1

where wm (τ ) is a weight associated with Rm at time τ . After one time step the
mixed distribution f (R, τ ) becomes

f (R, τ + δτ ) =

* M (τ )
X

+
wm (τ + δτ )GDMC (Rm → R) .

(1.56)

i=1

The weights are updated according to

wm (τ + δτ ) = wm (τ )Gbranch (R0m → Rm , δτ ),

(1.57)

and the number of configurations that move from Rm in the next time step is
16
The number of configurations M depends on τ because the branching/dying interpretation
of Gbranch means the total number of configurations varies with imaginary time τ .
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calculated by
Mm (τ + δτ ) = INT{w(τ + δτ ) + ν},

(1.58)

where INT extracts the integer part of the real number, and ν is a randomly drawn
number in the interval [0, 1]. The configurations are then updated17 by

Rm = R0m +

χ + δτ V(R0m ),
|{z}
| {z }

diffusion

(1.59)

drift

where χ is a 3N -dimensional vector of random numbers distributed by a Gaussian
with zero mean and variance τ . Eq. (1.59) then describes a drift-diffusion process
for the N electrons and so, if we assume the drift velocity is constant between Rm
and R0m , the transition probability density for the move is
T (R0m → Rm , δτ ) = Gdrift (R0m → Rm , δτ ).

(1.60)

The importance-sampled Green’s function of Eq. (1.53) should satisfy the detailed
balance condition;18 however, the assumption that the drift velocity is constant
violates the detailed balance condition. Fortunately, this can be imposed straightforwardly, by inclusion of a Metropolis-style acceptance probability; for a configuration moving from R0m to Rm a move is accepted with probability
(

)
0
2
G
(R
→
R
,
δτ
)|Ψ(R
)|
drift
m
m
m
ADMC (R0m → Rm , δτ ) = min 1,
,
Gdrift (R0m → Rm , δτ )|Ψ(R0m )|2

(1.61)

where Rm becomes the new position of the configuration if the move is accepted,
otherwise it remains unchanged. As δτ tends to zero the acceptance probability
ADMC (R0m → Rm , δτ ) tends to 1 and detailed balance is enforced. Therefore, to
reduce the time-step error that enters our calculation, we would like to use time
steps small enough so that our DMC move acceptance ratio is close to 1, i.e.
17

After we introduce the acceptance step in Eq. (1.61) it is actually more efficient to use an
electron-by-electron scheme for proposing moves rather than a configuration-by-configuration
scheme.
18
That, in equilibrium, the number of configurations moving from R0 to R matches the number
moving from R to R0 .
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ADMC (R0m → Rm , δτ ) ≥ 0.99.

1.4.4

Fixed-phase approximation

Finally, we address the issue we hinted at in Sec. 1.4.2, that of fermion exchange
anti-symmetry. For both the non-importance-sampled and importance-sampled
methods described, it is required that Ψ(R, τ ) or f (R, τ ) can be interpreted as
a probability distribution, i.e. they are real and non-negative everywhere. In the
importance-sampled DMC method this is can be easily dealt with.
For a real wave function Ψ(R, τ ), whenever two same-spin electrons are exchanged, the sign of the wave function must change, which occurs whenever an
electron crosses the nodal surface of Ψ(R, τ ). Therefore, we constrain the nodal
surface of Ψ(R, τ ) to be the same as the nodal surface of the trial wave function
ΨT (R), this ensures that the mixed distribution f (R, τ ) = Ψ(R, τ )ΨT (R) is (real)
and non-negative everywhere. Enforcing this condition, the fixed-node approximation [56] , in the DMC algorithm outlined above is, in theory, automatic because
the drift velocity diverges whenever ΨT (R) is zero; however, in practice, due to the
use of finite time-steps, some configurations occasionally cross the nodal surface.
We can prevent this simply by rejecting any moves that cross the nodal surface.19
If we allow complex wave functions Ψ(R, τ ) = |Ψ(R, τ )|eiΩ(R,τ ) , whenever
two same-spin electrons are exchanged, the sign of the wave function must again
change, and this occurs whenever the phase Ω(R, τ ) changes by π. Let us fix
the phase of the wave function Ψ(R, τ ), and let us choose this phase to be the
phase of the trial wave function ΨT (R) = |ΨT (R)|eiΩT (R) (which has the correct anti-symmetry requirements because of the Slater determinant). We can now
only make changes to the modulus of the wave function |Ψ(R, τ )|, so whatever
we do cannot interfere with the fermionic anti-symmetry requirements of the wave
function Ψ(R, τ ). This is the fixed-phase approximation [57], and the fixed-node
approximation is the special case where the phase ΩT (R) is equal to 0 or π for
19

By checking whether the Slater part of the trial wave function ΨT (R, τ ) has changed sign.
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every configuration R.
The importance-sampled DMC algorithm described above requires only slight
modifications to enforce the fixed-phase approximation. To explain these we will
first act on the (fixed-phase) complex wave function Ψ(R, τ ) with the Hamiltonian
Ĥ, finding that

1 2
− ∇R + V (R) eiΩT (R) |Ψ(R, τ )|
2
 

iΩT (R) 1
2
2
e
− ∇R + |∇R ΩT (R)| + V (R) |Ψ(R, τ )|
2



1
2
iΩT (R)
−
2∇R ΩT (R) · ∇R + ∇R ΩT (R) |Ψ(R, τ )|
ie
2
h
i
iΩT (R)
e
ĤΩT + iK̂ΩT |Ψ(R, τ )|,
(1.62)


ĤΨ(R, τ ) =
=
+
≡

where, in the last line, we define the real and imaginary parts of the complex
Hamiltonian ĤΩT and K̂ΩT , respectively. The expectation of the Hamiltonian
becomes

Ψ Ĥ Ψ = |Ψ| ĤΩT |Ψ| + i |Ψ| K̂ΩT |Ψ| = |Ψ| ĤΩT |Ψ| ,

(1.63)

because |Ψ| K̂ΩT |Ψ| = 0. We can now define the fixed-phase Schrödinger equation
ĤΩT |Ψ(R)| = EΩT |Ψ(R)|,

(1.64)

which has a ground-state |ΦΩT ,0 (R)| with eigenvalue EΩT ,0 . Then, by Eq. (1.63),
the fixed-phase ground-state energy EΩ,0 is equal to the expectation value of the
Hamiltonian Ĥ when Ψ(R) = |ΦΩT ,0 (R)|eiΩT (R) . By the variational principle,
EΩT ,0 is an upper bound bound on the ground-state energy E0 of the Hamiltonian
Ĥ, and becomes equal in the limit that ΩT (R) is exactly equal to the phase of
the ground-state Φ0 (R) = |Φ0 (R)|eiΩ0 (R) . Similarly, we obtain the fixed-phase
imaginary-time Schrödinger equation



1 2
1
∂
2
− ∇R + |∇R Ω(R)| + V (R) − ET |Ψ(R, τ )| = − |Ψ(R, τ )|,
2
2
∂τ
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(1.65)

and, by performing an importance-sampling transformation using the mixed distribution
f (R, τ ) = |Ψ(R, τ )||ΨT (R)|,

(1.66)

which is real and non-negative, we obtain a fixed-phase version of Eq. (1.52)
(the importance-sampled imaginary-time Schrödinger equation). In the fixedphase version of Eq. (1.52) only the real parts of the drift velocity Re(V(R)) =
|ΨT (R)|−1 ∇R |ΨT (R)| and the local energy Re(EL (R)) = |ΨT (R)|−1 ĤΩT |ΨT (R)|
appear, otherwise the two are the same on the surface with the differences in the
Hamiltonians hidden away in the local energy. The fixed-phase approximation is
automatically enforced in the importance-sampled fixed-phase Schrödinger equation because we only vary the modulus of the wave function and not its phase.
This restriction on the wave function is, in general, the single largest approximation we make in a DMC calculation but it is still the case the that the DMC
energy only depends on the phase (nodes) of the trial wave function, and not
on Ψ(R, τ ) itself, as in VMC. Fortunately, there exists a variational principle on
the ground-state of the fixed-phase DMC energy [55], and for excited states that
transform as a one-dimensional irreducible representation of the symmetry group
of the Hamiltonian [58]. However, it is important to remember that whenever
the phase of the trial wave function is exactly the phase of any eigenstate, the
DMC energy will be exact. In model systems where we only have distinguishable
particles Ψ(R, τ ) will be node-less, and hence we obtain the exact ground-state
energy.

1.4.5

Expectation values

A typical DMC calculation then proceeds as follows: first, we have an equilibration
phase where we allow the excited-state components of Ψ(R, τ ) to die away, at which
point the population of configurations will be distributed as f0 (R) = Φ0 (R)ΨT (R);
secondly, we have a statistics accumulation phase where we propagate configurations in this steady state and accumulate the value of some operator Â.
33

Taking Â to be the Hamiltonian Ĥ, the mixed estimate of the DMC energy is
then
hĤiDMC

R
f0 (R)EL dR
hΦ0 |Ĥ|ΨT i
= EDMC ,
=
= R
hΦ0 |ΨT i
f0 (R)dR

(1.67)

and we can evaluate this using a Monte Carlo estimate as the average of the local
energy
EDMC ≈

M
X

EL (Rm ),

(1.68)

m=1

R
over a set of of M configurations distributed as f0 (R)/ f0 (R)dR. The error in
1

this estimate decays as O(M − 2 ). For operators that commute with the Hamiltonian, unbiased estimates of their expectation values can be evaluated in a similar
fashion.
For operators Â that do not commute with the Hamiltonian we can attempt to
remove the bias, which is (in general) linear in the error in the trial wave function,
by use of the future-walking method [55]. Alternatively, we can instead evaluate
the extrapolated estimate

hÂiextrap = 2hÂiDMC − hÂiVMC ,

(1.69)

in which case it can be shown the error is quadratic in the error in the trial wave
function [59].

1.4.6

Time-step and population-control biases

The DMC Green’s function GDMC (R0 → R, δτ ) of Eq. (1.53) is only valid when we
use small time steps, and even then we introduce an error O(δτ 2 ) per time step δτ ,
i.e. at a rate O(δτ ). The total time-step error ∆f is reduced at a rate of ∆f /τdecorr ,
where τdecorr is the typical amount of imaginary time between uncorrelated samples.
Once we reach equilibrium these rates cancel to give a total time-step error ∆f ∝
τdecorr τ , i.e. an error O(δτ ). This time-step bias can be removed post-calculation
by linear extrapolation of the DMC energy at two different time steps, provided
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small enough time steps have been used.
A good rule for ensuring the time step is small enough is to make sure the rootmean-square distance diffused by each electron, per time step, in a d-dimensional
√
system, dδτ is smaller than the shortest relevant length scale in the system.
With appropriate time steps chosen we can now define the length of the DMC
equilibration phase. In this case, we choose the number of equilibration steps
Nequil such that the root-mean-square distance diffused by an electron, over the
p
whole equilibration period, dNequil δτ is greater than the largest length scale in
the system. This allows enough time for a configuration to fully explore the space.
The introduction of an acceptance step does not change the scaling of the timestep bias but it massively reduces its magnitude. Nevertheless some time-step bias
remains because, as some steps are rejected, the mean distance diffused by electrons
at each time step is less than it should be (going as the square root of the time
step). This bias can be reduced by using an effective time step to compensate
for the rejected moves [60]. A further source of time-step bias arises due to the
regions in which the trial wave function goes to zero because then the drift velocity
diverges. This can result in very large configuration moves, introducing error in
the approximation of the Green’s function. To prevent this, one can limit the
drift velocity when it becomes too large, using a scheme such as the one by Zen et
al. [61].
Interpreting the branching factor as a survival probability means that the
total number of configurations fluctuates as a function of imaginary time. In
importance-sampled DMC these fluctuations (which are reduced anyway because
the branching factor contains the, comparatively smoother, local energy rather
than the potential energy) are controlled so that the total number of configurations
is close to some initial value. This is achieved by changing the reference energy
ET (which also appears in the branching factor) during the calculation, but one
needs to be careful to do this smoothly so as not to introduce a large bias [62]. In
practice, this population-control bias is often small and can be removed by linear
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extrapolation, in tandem with the time-step bias, by varying the target population
inversely with time-step. It is possible to remove the population-control bias in a
more rigorous fashion [63] but at the expense of introducing extra statistical noise
and so is generally disfavoured.
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Chapter 2
Excitonic complexes in
semiconductor nanostructures
2.1
2.1.1

Models of excitonic complexes in QMC
Effective mass approximation

QMC is an effective way to solve the many-electron Schrödinger equation for many
ab-initio systems, but it is also very capable of solving the Schrödinger equation
for a model system consisting of only a few interacting charge carriers. Such model
systems are often a convenient way to extract the key physics of a material or device
without the expense of solving the full many-electron Schrödinger equation.
Consider a one-electron (approximate) description in which electrons move independently in effective potentials (which attempt to include the effects of interaction with all other electrons). We can then write down a single-electron Schrödinger
equation
Ĥ1 ψ(r) = Eψ(r),

(2.1)

where Ĥ1 is a one-electron Hamiltonian whose potential is an effective one-electron
potential, and ψ(r) is a single-particle eigenfunction with eigenvalue E. In a periodic crystal lattice Ĥ1 has the periodicity of the lattice. One can then use
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translational invariance to show that

ψ(r) ≡ ψk (r) = eik·r uk (r),

(2.2)

where k belongs to reciprocal space and can be restricted to points within the first
Brillouin zone1 , and uk (r) has the periodicity of the lattice. These ψk (r) (called
Bloch orbitals) have eigenvalues E(k) (called the single-particle energy band2 ) and
form a complete basis. This is Bloch’s theorem [64].
If we now introduce a slowly varying (on the scale of the primitive unit cell)
external potential U (r) then we obtain the following Hamiltonian

Ĥ = Ĥ1 + U (r).

(2.3)

The eigenfunctions of this Hamiltonian can be expanded in the basis formed by
the Bloch orbitals. If U (r) is constant, then no mixing of the Bloch orbitals occurs
and the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.3) are just the Bloch orbitals;
when U (r) is slowly varying, then mixing of the Bloch orbitals happens over a
very narrow range of reciprocal space vectors. The eigenfunctions are then linear
combinations of Bloch orbitals lying close together in the Brillouin zone, so we can
approximate these eigenfunctions in Bloch form, the so-called Bloch wave packets,
as
ψwp (r) ≈ uk (r)

0

X

ak0 eik ·r ≡ uk (r)ψen (r),

(2.4)

k0 near k

for a set of coefficients {ak0 }, and we have defined the envelope function ψen (r).
The wave packet ψwp (r) is described by a short range rapidly varying part uk (r),
which has periodicity of the lattice, modulated by the long range envelope function
ψen (r). These wave packets consist of a linear combination of Bloch orbitals close
in k so have a (reasonably) well defined crystal momentum and can be thought
of as quasi-particles. In an isotropic quadratic band, these quasi-particles can be
1

The set of points in reciprocal space closer to the origin than any other reciprocal lattice
vector.
2
Here we focus on a single energy band and so have suppressed the band index.
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shown to obey the following Schrödinger equation
"

#
1
−
∇2 + U (r) + Emin ψen (r) = E 0 ψen (r),
2m∗ r

(2.5)

with eigenvalues E 0 , where
1
∂ 2 E(k)
=
,
m∗
∂k 2

(2.6)

k = |k|, and Emin is the minimum energy of the band [65–67].
Thus, we have simplified the problem of describing the effects of the electrons in
a periodic lattice, to one where we solve the Schrödinger equation for a set of quasiparticles with an effective mass m∗ that approximates the effects of the periodic
lattice. The same general idea still applies if we instead consider a many-electron
Hamiltonian and use the electron-electron interaction in place of an external potential (i.e. the complexity of the periodic lattice potential is still buried in the
effective mass approximation). Hiding the effects of the periodic potential in the
effective mass results in a screening of the interaction between the quasi-particles,
and neglects the exchange interaction. At long-range, Eq. (2.5) and its spatially
varying envelope functions are still valid, if we assume the potential U (r) to be
more-or-less constant over each unit cell.
The effective mass is defined by the curvature of the energy bands at the
minimum and maximum for conduction and valence bands, respectively. In a
conduction band, the effective mass is positive and we describe negatively-charged
particles with effective mass m∗e = m∗ , or quasi-electrons. In a valence band,
the effective mass is negative; the movement of electrons in the valence band is
equivalent to describing the behaviour of positively-charged holes with effective
mass m∗h = |m∗ |, or quasi-holes. For the remainder of this chapter and in Chapter
3 we refer to these quasi-particles simply as electrons and holes.
Particles of varying mass result in a non-unitary factor of the reciprocal mass in
the kinetic energy term of the Schrödinger equation. To accommodate this in the
QMC methods described in Chapter 1 is simply a matter of modifying some of the
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expressions, such as the drift-diffusion Green’s function, to account for the mass
(the drift distance now includes a factor of the mass). Most of the modifications
are hidden in the algorithm, so let us just focus on the changes to the quantities
used to estimate appropriate time steps and equilibration periods. The first, the
RMS
, which
root-mean-square distance diffused by each particle, per time step rδτ

allows us to estimate when we are in the linear time-step bias regime, becomes
p
RMS
= dδτ /mlightest , for a d-dimensional system. The lightest particle mass is
rδτ
used because lighter particles travel further per time step. The second quantity,
which lets us estimate if the equilibration period is long enough, is the root-meanRMS
square distance diffused by a particle in the equilibration period requil
and becomes
p
RMS
= dNequil δτ /mheaviest . More massive particles move more slowly, so take
requil

longer to explore the system, hence we use the heaviest particle mass.
Positively-charged particles are accommodated by inclusion of the charges (±1
in Hartree atomic units) in the Coulomb term of the Hamiltonian, and by inclusion
of the EXJAS term in the Jastrow factor. The EXJAS term is specific to these
type of systems and enforces the general Kato cusp condition given in Chapter 1,
see Sec. 2.2.3 for details.

2.1.2

Excitonic complexes

Semiconductors are a class of materials that possess a band gap but where the size
of the gap is small enough that electrons can be excited, thermally or otherwise,
across the gap. When the conduction band minimum and valence band maximum
occur at the same point in the Brillouin zone, the material is a direct-gap semiconductor. In such semiconductors, one can induce a population of electrons and
holes by injection of photons (by use of a laser) with energy similar to the band
gap, thereby exciting electrons from the valence band to the conduction band, and
leaving behind a population of holes in the valence band. These charge carriers
can then form bound states called charge-carrier, or excitonic, complexes. One
of the most interesting consequences of the existence of excitonic complexes is
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the presence of well-defined, atomic-like peaks in the photoluminescence spectra
of solid-state materials, that are generally only found in gases of atoms or small
molecules. Materials possessing these properties are then promising candidates for
devices such as single-photon light sources, photodetectors, and photodiodes.
The simplest such state is the exciton: a two-body complex consisting of a
bound electron-hole pair. For a free exciton there is, analogous to the hydrogen
atom but using rescaled units, an exact solution to the Schrödinger equation.
Three-body complexes called trions (or charged excitons) consist of either two
electrons and a single hole (negative trion) or a single hole bound to two electrons
(positive trion). The four-body biexcitons are a bound state of a pair of excitons.
While the effective-mass approximation simplifies the discussion of these systems, we are still left with a fully-interacting, inhomogeneous, few-body problem.
QMC is then a very attractive method for solving the Schrödinger equation in
these model systems. Indeed for such complexes, because similarly-charged particles are of opposite spin we can treat all particles as distinguishable (which results
in a node-less trial wave function), the fixed-node DMC method exactly solves the
model. We can therefore calculate the ground-state energy of each complex, which
allows us to evaluate both the binding energies (for all complexes) and the deexcitonisation energies (for trions and biexcitons). The binding energy determines
the temperature at which a complex becomes unstable against dissociation into
smaller complexes, while the de-excitonisation energies determine where the trion
and biexciton peaks are expected to appear in a photoluminescence experiment.
For a free (unconfined) complex the binding and de-excitonisation energies are
equivalent, but in systems with type-II band alignment, such as the ones we study
here, they can differ.
It is possible to have more than four particles in an excitonic complex. In
materials such as monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides, where the electrons
and holes have both spin and valley indices, these larger complexes can still consist of distinguishable particles [68]. Five-particle complexes, or quintons, of this
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type are investigated in type-II superlattices in Sec. 2.3; here the distinguishability is spacial separation. Alternatively, one can investigate complexes containing
indistinguishable particles, and in this case the trial wave function must be antisymmetric under exchange of these particles [68].

2.1.3

Excitonic units

It is often sensible to work in units appropriate for the system being studied. For
excitonic complexes we can define a set of excitonic units. Given the similarity
of an exciton to the hydrogen atom, excitonic units are defined analogously to
Hartree atomic units. In Hartree atomic units, masses are in units of the bare
electron mass me , lengths are in units of the Bohr radius a0 , and energies are in
units of Hartree (Ha). In excitonic units then, masses are in units of the reduced
mass of the electron-hole pair

µ=

m∗e m∗h
,
m∗e + m∗h

(2.7)

lengths are in units of the exciton Bohr radius

a∗0 =


a0 ,
µ

(2.8)

and energies are in units of the exciton Hartree

Ha∗ =

µ
Ha,
2

(2.9)

where  is the permittivity of the material hosting the exciton. The exciton Rydberg Ry∗ is Ha∗ /2, and is equal to the binding energy of a free exciton in three
dimensions (3D) for a given set of material parameters {µ, }. Therefore, one only
needs to know these two parameters of a material to be able to evaluate the binding
energy of a free exciton in that material.
We use excitonic units throughout this chapter, and again in Chapter 3, unless
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otherwise specified, with the material parameters {µ, } specified in each case.

2.2
2.2.1

Type-II quantum rings
Quantum rings

Quantum-dot and quantum-ring heterostructures have long been hailed as “artificial atoms” [69–72] due to their ability to confine charge carriers in all three
spatial dimensions. Material combinations exhibiting type-I band alignment produce nanostructures in which both electrons and holes are confined to the same
spatial region, and such nanostructures have been studied extensively over the
last two decades [73–75]. In type-II nanostructures, on the other hand, only holes
but not electrons (or vice versa) are confined, presenting a rich variety of new
physics [76–78]. For example, GaSb quantum dots or quantum rings in GaAs provide very deep confining potentials for holes [79], while strain in the GaSb raises
the conduction-band minimum, expelling the electrons [80]. Excitonic complexes
in type-II nanostructures are in fact very much more like artificial atoms than is
the case for type-I nanostructures, because the electrons are bound to the holes
in the “artificial nuclei” purely by the Coulomb interaction, rather than being
confined themselves. Type-II quantum rings are an intriguingly distinct type of
artificial atom with no natural analogue due to the radical difference between the
ring-shaped “artificial nucleus” and the point-like nucleus of a real atom.
Excitons in type-II quantum dots have been extensively studied both experimentally [81–84] and theoretically [79, 85, 86]; however, while there has been
some experimental work on carrier complexes in type-II quantum-ring nanostructures [5, 87–89], there has been little theoretical work to date. The spatial separation of charge carriers allows for a variety of interesting optoelectronic properties [87, 90], including extended recombination times, making type-II quantum
rings ideal candidates for applications such as memory devices [91] and solar
cells [84]. Binding energies of excitonic complexes reported here are effectively
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ionisation energies of these artificial atoms. GaSb quantum rings in GaAs may
be produced by molecular beam epitaxy [5, 89, 90, 92] and can form with a variety of different cross-sections ranging from triangular, to semicircular [5], and
even trapezoidal [90]. These quantum rings exhibit type-II behaviour, with the
holes strongly confined to the rings. Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) has
been used to investigate the shape and size of the GaSb rings, and their optical
properties have been studied in photoluminescence experiments [5, 87–89].

2.2.2

The model

We solve an effective-mass model of excitons (X), positive and negative trions (X+
and X− ), and biexcitons (XX) in type-II quantum-ring heterostructures, focusing
on GaSb rings in GaAs. The holes are confined to the ring, which is modelled as
an infinite potential well, while the electrons are excluded from the ring but bound
to the holes by an isotropically screened Coulomb interaction. The kinetic energy
of the tightly confined holes is the dominant contribution to the total energy of
each complex; however, the electron-hole attraction is non-negligible, as is the
hole-hole repulsion. The ring was chosen to have a rectangular cross-section for
computational convenience. The ring is centred on the origin, orientated so that
the axis of rotation is the z-axis and the midpoint in the z direction is the x-y plane,
see Fig. 2.1. The three parameters defining the ring geometry are the half height
of the ring Rz , the inner radius of the ring ri , and the outer radius ro . In our model
the electron and hole densities do not overlap, so we cannot estimate recombination
rates; however our model is reasonable for calculating binding energies.
Within the effective-mass approximation the Hamiltonian for a biexciton is
 (a∗0 )2 µ

(a∗0 )2 µ
Ĥ
2
2
=
−
∇
+
∇
∇2h1 + ∇2h2
e1
e2 −
∗
∗
∗
2Ry
2me
2mh
∗
∗
∗
a
a
a
a∗
a∗
a∗
+ 0 + 0 − 0 − 0 − 0 − 0
re1 e2 rh1 h2
re1 h1
re1 h2
re2 h1
re2 h2


X
ri
+
Vi
a∗0
i
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(2.10)

(a)

(b)
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r
−Rz

ri

ro

ri
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Figure 2.1: Model of the quantum ring shown in (a) cross-section and (b) plan
view. The parameters Rz , ri , and ro represent the half height, the inner radius,
and the outer radius of the ring, respectively.
in excitonic units, where rij = |ri − rj | and Vi (r) is the confining potential, which
is infinite inside the ring and zero outside for electrons, and vice versa for holes.
This is an inhomogeneous four-body problem, but the wave function is node-less
so the DMC method can be used to calculate the exact ground-state energy for
each complex, and hence the de-excitonisation and binding energies. The trion
±

and biexciton de-excitonisation energies EDX and EDXX are
EDX

−

= EX − EX ,

+

= EX + Eh − EX ,

EDX

−

+

EDXX = 2E X − E XX ,

+

(2.11)

where E i is the ground-state total energy for complex i. These are the energies
at which trion and biexciton peaks are expected to appear relative to the exciton
peak in the photoluminescence spectrum of a quantum ring [88]. The sign is such
that for a free trion or biexciton ED > 0. The binding energies—the energy difference between a complex and its most energetically favourable daughter products,
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bearing in mind that the holes are confined to the ring—are
+

EbX = E h − E X ,
EbX

−

−

= EX − EX ,

+

= E 2h − E X ,

EbX

+

+

+

EbXX = E X − E XX ,

(2.12)

+

where E 2h is the energy of two holes confined to the same ring. The binding
energy determines the temperature at which a complex becomes unstable against
dissociation into smaller complexes. We also calculate the charge density for each
complex, to aid in comparison with experimental data.

2.2.3

Computational details

For excitonic complexes in a type-II quantum ring we take our trial wave functions
ΨT (R) to be of Slater-Jastrow form. Each particle is distinguishable so the Slater
part of the trial wave function ΨT (R) is just a product of single particle orbitals.
For the biexciton

ΨT (R) = eJ(R) ψe (re1 )ψe (re2 )ψh (rh1 )ψh (rh2 ),

(2.13)

where here R = (re1 , re2 , rh1 , rh2 ).
The hole orbital ψh (r) was taken to be the exact ground-state solution to the
Schrödinger equation for a single hole confined to the ring



πz
−J0 (βr)Y0 (βri )
+ Y0 (βr) cos
,
ψh (r) =
J0 (βri )
2Rz


(2.14)

where J0 and Y0 are Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively, and
we use cylindrical polar coordinates r = (r, θ, z). The constant β is determined
by imposing the boundary condition ψh (r = ro ) = 0 numerically for each ring size
using the Newton-Raphson method; the other boundary conditions are already
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satisfied by Eq. (2.14).
The electronic behaviour is dominated by Coulomb attraction to the positively
charged ring together with hard-wall repulsion from the boundary of the ring.
At short range the electron orbital ψe (r) linearly decreases to zero on the ring
boundary, while at long range the electron orbital decays exponentially to keep
the electrons localised to the ring; i.e., the behaviour is hydrogenic at long range.
The electron orbital was formed piecewise in eight regions about the ring, as shown
in Fig. 2.2, with the functions in each region being matched at the boundaries to
ensure the value and gradient were smooth everywhere. The orbital was zero inside
the ring. The full form of the electron orbital is

z
8

1

2

7

9

3

Rz
r
−Rz

6

5

4

ri

ro

Figure 2.2: The nine different regions of space (1–9) used to construct an electron
orbital with a continuous first derivative around a quantum ring with a rectangular
cross section. The parameters Rz , ri , and ro represent the half height, the inner
radius, and the outer radius of the ring, respectively.
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(2.15)

where the constants a1 , a3 , a5 , a7 , b1 , b3 , b7 , c1 , c3 , and d1 are variational parameters
determined by optimisation, and we again use cylindrical polar coordinates r =
(r, θ, z). To ensure correct (i.e., hydrogenic) behaviour at long range, it is required
that c1 , c3 , d1 ≥ 0. The electron orbital ψe (r) enforces the correct long- and short-
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range behaviour, with the mid-range behaviour determined by the Jastrow factor
and variational freedom in the electron orbital.
The Jastrow function J(R) was composed of χ, u and f (for the trions and
biexcitons) terms with a cut-off length several times larger than the exciton Bohr
radius a∗0 . To include the χ and f terms a mass-less, charge-less, ghost particle is
positioned at the origin. The EXJAS term, unique to calculations involving excitonic complexes, was also included. The three-dimensional version of the EXJAS
term was developed for this work and is a pairwise sum of terms of the form

(rij ) =
uEXJAS
ij

2
±µij rij + bij rij
,
1 + cij rij

(2.16)

for each pair of particles i and j. The plus sign is for particles with the same
charge and minus for particles with opposite charge. The parameter bij was set
equal to zero here because the long-range behaviour is described by the electron
orbitals. cij is a variational parameter, which was different for each particle-pair
type. This term ensured the Kato cusp conditions were satisfied.
Given the cylindrical nature of the ring, it seems feasible that Jastrow terms
with cylindrical, rather than spherical symmetry might perform better. To investigate this, the χcyl term was developed. Like χ, the χcyl term is a polynomial in
the particle–nucleus distance that is smoothly truncated at some cut-off distance,
but χcyl is a product of two such polynomials: one on the radial direction r and
one in the axial direction z. Here, we have a ghost particle at the origin so the
particle-nucleus distance is just the distance from the origin of each particle. The
full form of the χcyl can be written, using cylindrical polar coordinates r = (r, θ, z),
as

C

C

χcyl (ri ) = (ri − Lχr ) (|zi | − Lχz ) Θ (Lχr − ri ) Θ(Lχz − |zi |)

Nχr Nχz
X
X

ωlm ril |zi |m ,

l=0 m=0

(2.17)
where Lχr and Lχz are the cut-off distances in the radial and axial directions,
respectively, and C is the truncation parameter. The order of the polynomial ex49

pansion in each direction is given by Nχr and Nχz , and we require ω1m = ω0m C/Lχr
and ωl1 = ωl0 C/Lχz to ensure the trial wave function has a continuous first derivative. The remaining parameters can be varied freely. In the end, it turns out that
the χ term performs better than the χcyl term, i.e. lower VMC energies can be
achieved with the χ term than with the χcyl term. The most likely reason for this
is that, while the ring has cylindrical symmetry, the complexes exist on a scale
larger than that of the ring, and so favour a spherical symmetry (see the charge
density plots in Fig. 2.7).
The scheme suggested in Chapter 1 for optimising trial wave function (variance
minimisation, followed by energy minimisation) is not reliable here. In particular,
variance minimisation often struggles to optimise the parameters so that we obtain
the ground-state of the system. Instead, we can end up with the complex becoming
unbound (i.e. one or more electrons has moved a very large distance from the ring),
which is another valid eigenstate of the system and hence also has zero variance in
the local energy. In these cases, one can sometimes find that minimising the mean
absolute deviation from the median can be helpful, however, in this case, we find
that just using energy minimisation results in well-optimised trial wave functions.
Using energy-minimised trial wave functions DMC calculations are performed
for the ground-state energies of excitons, trions, and biexcitons in quantum-ring
heterostructures. Pairs of DMC calculations were performed with time steps in a
1 : 4 ratio and target configuration populations in a 4 : 1 ratio and the results were
extrapolated linearly to zero time step and infinite population. Charge densities
were obtained by binning the radial and axial coordinates of each of the particles
sampled during VMC and DMC calculations, cylindrically averaging, and then
calculating the extrapolated estimate.

2.2.4

Results and discussion

All energies and charge densities are reported for a ring composed of GaSb surrounded by GaAs. The electron and hole masses are taken to be m∗e = 0.063 me
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and m∗h = 0.4 me , respectively. The former is the effective mass of an electron
in bulk GaAs and the latter is the mass of a heavy hole in bulk GaSb [93]. The
permittivity is taken to be  = 12.9 0 , this is the permittivity of bulk GaAs [93].
Data from Ref. [5] were used to obtain experimentally relevant values for the ring
size; these values were Rz = 2.5 nm = 0.199 a∗0 , ri = 6 nm = 0.479 a∗0 , and ro = 10
nm = 0.799 a∗0 . This geometry was used as the starting point for our calculations;
the aspect ratio 2Rz /(ro − ri ) of the ring was then varied subject to the constraints
that the volume of the ring 2πRz (ro2 − ri2 ) was constant and the centre of the ring
in the radial direction rm = (ri + ro )/2 was fixed. A ring with aspect ratio much
less than 1 is akin to a thin disc with a hole in the centre, while a ring with aspect
ratio much greater than 1 resembles a pipe.
The analytically evaluated variation in the hole energy against aspect ratio is shown in Fig. 2.3. The minimum energy occurs when the cross-section
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Figure 2.3: Ground-state total energies per hole of a single hole (h+ ), two holes
(2h+ ), an exciton (X), a negative trion (X− ), a positive trion (X+ ), and a biexciton
(XX) in a quantum ring plotted against the aspect ratio 2Rz /(ro − ri ) of the
ring’s cross section. The mean radius and ring volume are appropriate for the
GaSb/GaAs quantum rings reported in Ref. [5]. Error bars are smaller than the
size of the symbols. The exciton Rydberg Ry∗ is 4.45 meV for the experimentally
relevant geometry.
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L = min{2Rz , ro −ri }. Also shown in Fig. 2.3 are DMC ground-state total energies
per hole for 2h+ , X, X− , X+ , and XX, all of which are bound. These confirm that
the ground-state energies of the single-hole complexes (X and X− ) are very close
to the energy of a single hole, while the ground-state energies of the two-hole complexes (X+ and XX) are comparable with the energy of two confined holes. The
ground-state energies for single- and two-hole complexes vary slightly differently as
a function of aspect ratio due to the interaction between the holes. The capacitive
+

+

charging energy ECC = E 2h − 2E h for the experimentally relevant ring geometry [5] is ECC = 8.8546(8) meV; this compares to an experimentally measured
value [94] of ECC = 24(2) meV. STM images of quantum rings [5, 88] suggest
that the GaSb/GaAs interface is not clean in practice. This disorder could lead
to trapping of holes, strongly affecting capacitive charging energies while having
relatively little effect on binding energies.
Complex
ED /Ry∗
Eb /Ry∗
ED (meV)
X
0
0.5004(6)
0
X−
+0.0446(4) 0.0446(4) +0.199(2)
X+
−1.111(2) 1.379(2) −4.944(7)
XX
−0.911(2) 0.701(2) −4.052(8)

Eb (meV)
2.226(3)
0.199(2)
6.137(7)
3.11(1)

Table 2.1: De-excitonisation ED and binding Eb energies for excitonic complexes
in the quantum-ring geometry modelling the samples described in Ref. [5].

The de-excitonisation energies for the trions and biexciton in the geometry
modelling the quantum rings described in Ref. [5] can be found in Table 2.1. The
de-excitonisation energy is positive for X− , but negative for X+ and XX. The
negative de-excitonisation energy is a result of the large energy penalty when two
holes are confined to the same ring; e.g., two excitons on two separate quantum
rings would be the energetically preferred four-particle state rather than a biexciton
on a single ring. The expected positions of these peaks in a photoluminescence
spectrum are shown in Fig. 2.4. The X− peak is very close to the X peak, while the
peaks for X+ and XX are separated from the X peak by a few meV. The heights
of the peaks indicate the relative stability of the complexes, using binding energy
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Figure 2.4: Expected peak positions for the excitonic complexes in a photoluminescence spectrum relative to the exciton peak, for a model of the quantum
rings reported in Ref. [5]. The peak heights represent the relative stability of the
complexes.
data from Table 2.1. Experimental work has not yet progressed to the point where
excitonic complex peak positions have been identified. The only published work
showing sharp lines in the photoluminescence spectra of GaSb/GaAs quantum
rings is Ref. [88]; however the spectra in this work would likely contain peaks from
many, highly positively charged rings, making a direct comparison with theoretical
values difficult. The de-excitonisation energy is plotted against the aspect ratio of
the cross-section of the ring for X− , X+ , and XX in Fig. 2.5. For each complex it
can be seen that there is some slight change in the de-excitonisation energy as a
function of aspect ratio. The de-excitonisation energies are largely independent of
the aspect ratio, and hence exact shape of the ring, somewhat justifying the use of
a ring with a rectangular cross-section in our model. Furthermore, the energetic
effects of the slight interpenetration of the electron and hole orbitals are likely
to be well described by a slight re-normalisation of the cross-section of the ring;
however the effects of such small changes in the cross-section appear to be small.
The binding energies for each complex are shown in Table 2.1 for the experimentally relevant geometry [5]. The X binding energy is about half the value
for a free X due to the exclusion of the electron from the ring. As expected, X−
is the most weakly bound (against dissociation into a free electron and a neutral
exciton), while X+ is the most stable (against removal of an electron from a ring
of charge of +2e). From these binding energies we can calculate the temperature
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Figure 2.5: De-excitonisation energies against the aspect ratio 2Rz /(ro − ri ) of
a quantum ring’s cross-section for different charge-carrier complexes. The mean
radius and ring volume are appropriate for the GaSb/GaAs quantum rings reported
in Ref. [5]. Error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols. The dashed line
shows the experimentally relevant aspect ratio [5].
T up to which the complexes are stable by setting

Eb = kB T,

(2.18)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. These temperatures are shown in Table 2.2.
As with the de-excitonisation energies, the binding energy depends weakly on the
aspect ratio of the ring’s cross-section, but again these differences are much smaller
than the differences in binding energy between complexes, see Fig. 2.6. Therefore,
the binding energy appears to be largely independent of the exact shape of the
Temperature (K)
X X− X+ XX
26 2.3 71 36
Table 2.2: Temperatures up to which the complexes are stable, in the quantumring geometry modelling the samples described in Ref. [5], using the binding energy
data from Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.6: Binding energies against the aspect ratio 2Rz /(ro − ri ) of a quantum
ring’s cross-section for different charge-carrier complexes. The mean radius and
ring volume are appropriate for the GaSb/GaAs quantum rings reported in Ref. [5].
Error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols. The dashed line shows the
experimentally relevant aspect ratio [5].
cross-section of the ring for a given ring volume and mean radius.
Plots of the electronic charge density for each complex in the experimentally
relevant geometry are shown in Fig. 2.7. The electrons form a diffuse halo around
the ring, with negligible charge density in the ring’s central cavity. The kineticenergy cost of localising in the ring’s cavity significantly exceeds the gain in electrostatic potential energy. Correlation effects further reduce the probability of
finding multiple electrons inside the ring’s cavity. XX and X+ are the most localised complexes, as reflected in their relatively large binding energies shown in
Table 2.1. These two-hole complexes have slightly higher electronic charge densities in the regions directly above and below the centre of the ring compared to the
regions to the left and right of the ring. STM images of the electronic density of
states in Ref. [5] suggest the electrons are localised to the ring’s cavity, which does
not agree with the results presented here. However, in the STM experiments the
sample is cleaved in the x-z plane. This is a drastic modification to the system,
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Figure 2.7: Electronic charge density ρ for (a) an exciton, (b) a negative trion,
(c) a positive trion, and (d) a biexciton in the experimentally relevant quantumring geometry [5]. The shaded regions represent the ring and ρm is the maximum
density across all four plots. The free exciton Bohr radius is a∗0 = 12.5 nm.
which is not described by our model. It is plausible that the reduced screening
and hence smaller free exciton Bohr radius in the cleaved system allows electrons
to localise within, rather than above or below, the quantum ring.
The sensitivity of the XX binding energy to various parameters is presented in
Table 2.3. The XX binding energy depends most strongly on the electron effective
mass, and is relatively insensitive to the hole effective mass, relative permittivity,
ring volume, and mean ring radius. Our conclusions are robust against reasonable
uncertainties in model parameters.
∂EbXX /∂m∗e
(meV/me )
7.4(3)

∂EbXX /∂m∗h
(meV/me )
0.20(4)

∂EbXX /∂
(meV)
−0.39(1)

∂EbXX /∂V
(meV/nm3 )
−0.0004(2)

∂EbXX /∂rm
(meV/nm)
−0.07(2)

Table 2.3: Sensitivity of the biexciton binding energy to the electron and hole
effective masses m∗e and m∗h , the relative permittivity , the ring volume V , and
the mean radius of the ring rm .

Kehili et al. [95] have recently investigated excitons in GaSb rings in GaAs
quantum wells using the effective-mass approximation, modelling the ring with a
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finite potential, and including strain effects due to lattice-constant mismatch. In
their work the interaction between charge carriers is described by a Hartree meanfield approximation, in contrast to the complete treatment of correlation effects
used here. Nevertheless, their electronic charge density is qualitatively consistent
with our results. Their X binding is slightly larger than our value reported in
Table 2.3, however, partly due to their use of slightly different effective masses
and mean ring radii. A DMC calculation of the X binding energy using the same
ring geometry and effective masses as Kehili et al. gives EbX = 2.695(2) meV, which
is comparable with the binding energy of about 2.6 meV that they report for a
GaAs well of width of 40 nm (the largest well width they consider). The X binding
energies reported by Kehili et al. do not appear to have converged with respect
to well width at this point, however, and it looks as if they will be significantly
smaller than the DMC exciton binding energy in the limit of large well width.
This is consistent with the fact that, by the variational principle, Hartree theory
underestimates the magnitude of the X binding energy.

2.2.5

Conclusion

In conclusion, total energies of excitonic complexes in type-II quantum-ring heterostructures are dominated by the confinement energy of the holes in each complex. The de-excitonisation energy is positive for X− as would be the case for
a free trion; however, for X+ and XX this energy is negative due to the energy
penalty associated with confining two holes in the same ring. X− is the least stable
of the complexes studied; it is predicted to be stable only at temperatures below
2.3 K, while the most stable complex, X+ , endures up to 71 K. De-excitonisation
and binding energies were shown to be largely independent of the aspect ratio at
fixed ring volume and mean radius, suggesting these energies may also be fairly
independent of the precise shape of the cross-section of the ring. The electrons
form a halo around the outside of the ring, with a low density in the central cavity.
This reflects the fact that the ring size is comparable with the free exciton Bohr
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radius. Furthermore, X+ and XX are the most tightly bound complexes, with a
preference for the electrons to position themselves above and below the ring. For
X− , the electronic charge density is much more diffuse, consistent with its very
small binding energy. Finally, we note that there has been subsequent research in
type-II quantum rings stemming from the publication of this work.

2.3
2.3.1

Type-II superlattices
Superlattices

Type-II superlattices are another type of heterostructure in which the electrons
and holes are spatially separated. In essence, these superlattice heterostructures
consists of multiple layers of quantum wells with alternating material composition,
such that holes are confined in every other layer and electrons are confined in
the layers between the hole-confining layers. This spatial separation of the charge
carriers gives rise to properties similar to those for quantum dots or quantum rings,
such as extended recombination times [96,97]. These heterostructures are therefore
suited to a broadly similar set of applications, but there has been particular interest
in light-emitting diodes [98, 99].
In this section we focus on the superlattice (SL) and multiple-quantum-well
(MQW) InAs/InAs1−x Sbx heterostructures (where x ≈ 0.05) of Keen et al. [98,99].
These materials have a type-II band alignment with electrons confined to the InAs
layers, and holes confined to the InAsSb layers. The SL structure studied by Keen
et al. [99, 100] consists of 50 pairs of alternating 14 nm thick InAs and InAsSb
layers, while the MQW structure has 10 pairs of 40nm thick InAs layers and 10
nm think InAsSb layers (see Fig. 2.8). Both the SL and MQW were produced using
molecular beam epitaxy, see Ref. [98] for details. Transmission electron microscopy
images of the structures show that this procedure produces good but not perfect
layers [99].
Among various other experiments, Keen et al. [100] performed photolumines-
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cence experiments on both the SL and MQW heterostructures and obtained multiple emission peaks. Here, we investigate the energetics of free excitonic complexes
in type-II InAs/InAsSb SL and MQW heterostructures using DMC, to aid in identification of the origin of the peaks in the photoluminescence emission spectra. We
use DMC to calculate the ground-state energies, and hence binding energies, of
excitons and a variety of trions, biexcitons, and quintons and compare them with
the experimental results of Keen et al. [100].

2.3.2

Computational details

Type-II band alignment ensures that electrons are largely confined to the InAs
layers and holes are largely confined to the InAsSb layers. We therefore model the
layers in both SLs and MQWs as one-dimensional infinite-square well potentials
in the x direction, and allow the charge carriers to move freely in the y–z plane.
Charge carriers of the same type (spin and charge) in different layers of these
heterostructures are effectively distinguishable. We focus on complexes with at
most two charge carriers in each layer; if more than two charge carriers occur
in the same layer then the spatial wave function must be antisymmetric under
exchange of those particles, destabilising the complex. The consequences of this
distinguishability means that not only can we have quintons with 5 distinguishable
particles but that we have multiple configurations of the different complexes. We
define these by specifying the layers to which each particle belongs. For example:
XX(e|hh|e) represents a biexciton with a layer containing a single electron, followed
by a layer containing two holes, with a single electron in the next layer; while
XX− (e|h|e|h|e) is a negative quinton where each particle occupies a separate layer,
see Fig. 2.8.
The electron and hole masses were taken to be isotropic, with values m∗e =
0.023 me and m∗h = 0.41 me , respectively [93]. These are the electron and heavyhole masses for InAs; the small concentration of Sb in the hole-confining layers
has little effect on the hole mass [101]. The relative permittivity was taken to
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(a) SL

14 nm

(b) MQW

14 nm

10 nm

40 nm

Figure 2.8: Diagrams showing (a) the superlattice (SL) and (b) the multiple quantum well (MQW) heterostructure models. The green coloured layers are the InAs
electron-bearing layers and the red coloured layers are the InAsSb hole-bearing
layers. The black and white circles represent electrons and holes, respectively.
Hence, (a) shows the negative quinton XX− (e|h|e|h|e) and (b) shows the biexciton
XX(e|hh|e).
be isotropic and of value  = 15.15 0 , which is the static relative permittivity of
InAs [93]. The binding energies of the carrier complexes are given by
−

+

EbX = E e + E h − E X ,
EbX

−

= EX + Ee − EX ,

+

= EX + Eh − EX ,

EbX

−

−

+

+

EbXX = 2E X − E XX ,
EbXX

±

±

= E A + E b − E XX ,

(2.19)

where E i is the ground-state total energy for complex i, and the daughter products
E A and E B of XX± are defined in Table 2.5. These binding energies determine the
thermodynamic stability of the complex with respect to dissociation into daughter
products. Furthermore, if an exciton with an electron and a hole in neighbouring
layers is one of the daughter products, the binding energy determines the wavelength of a peak in a photoluminescence measurement relative to the exciton peak.
Below, our binding energies are quoted to two significant figures. In most cases
the statistical error bar from the Monte Carlo calculation is in the third or fourth
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significant figure, and so the error bars are omitted from our results. A much
larger source of error arises from the approximations made in the model and the
uncertainties in parameters such as the effective masses. The sensitivity to the
model parameters has been investigated and the results are shown in Table 2.6.
For all complexes, each particle is distinguishable so the Slater part of the trial
wave function ΨT (R) is just a product of single particle orbitals. For the biexciton,
ΨT (R) = eJ(R) ψe (xe1 )ψe (xe2 )ψh (xh1 )ψh (xh2 ),

(2.20)

with the electron and hole orbitals taking the following form

ψe (x) =

 


cos

π
We

x − xc (x)






0

if xc (x) −

We
2

≤ x ≤ xc (x) +

Wh
2

≤ x ≤ xc (x) +

We
,
2

(2.21)

otherwise,

and

ψh (x) =

 


cos


0

π
Wh

x − xc (x)




if xc (x) −

Wh
,
2

(2.22)

otherwise,

where We and Wh are the widths of the electron- and hole-bearing layers, respectively, and xc (x) just returns the centre (in the x-direction) of the well the particle
is occupying. These are just one-dimensional infinite-square-well orbitals confining electrons and holes to separate layers in the x direction and allowing them
to move freely in the y and z directions. The Jastrow function J(R) consists of
u and EXJAS terms for the excitons, and u, f , and EXJAS terms for all other
complexes; the cut-off lengths for these terms are large enough to encompass the
entire complex. The EXJAS terms ensure the Kato cusp conditions are satisfied
at short range. Energy minimisation is again found to be the best way to optimise
the various trial wave functions. Time-step and finite-population-size biases were
eliminated by performing pairs of DMC calculations with time steps in a 1 : 4 ratio
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and target configuration populations in a 4 : 1 ratio, and extrapolating linearly to
zero time step.

2.3.3

Results and discussion

The binding energy of an exciton with the electron and the hole in adjacent layers
X(e|h)

was found to be Eb

X(e|h)

= 1.9 meV in the SL and Eb

= 1.5 meV in the MQW.

The former of which agrees well with the exciton binding energy measured by
Keen et al. [100] for SL samples (EbX = 2.1 meV and EbX = 1.0 meV, with Sb
concentrations of 3.8% and 6.2%, respectively), but less well for MQW samples
(EbX = 5.6 meV with a 4.3% Sb concentration). The binding energies of trions
and biexcitons are reported in Table 2.4. In all cases, the complexes in the SL are
more strongly bound than in the MQW due to the more 2D-like confinement of the
electrons in the SL. Experimental photoluminescence spectra of a SL sample with
3.8% concentration show a peak approximately 6 meV lower in energy than the
exciton peak, suggesting the existence of a complex with a 6 meV binding energy
(see Fig. 5.25 of Ref. [100]). Keen et al. [100] believed this to be a biexciton
because the intensity of the peak varied roughly quadratically with laser intensity,
rather than the linear relationship between peak and laser intensity of the exciton.
However, in our calculations, even the most strongly bound biexciton has a binding
XX(e|hh|e)

energy of only Eb

= 0.55 meV, which is considerably less than the energy

difference between the exciton peak and the peak in question. It is therefore very
Heterostructure
SL
MQW

Binding energy (meV)
X
X+
XX
e|h|e ee|h h|e|h hh|e e|h|e|h e|hh|e h|ee|h
0.38 0.11 0.49 0.26
0.18
0.55
0.46
0.33 0.061 0.42 0.15
0.18
0.36
0.36
−

ee|hh
0.097(1)
0.0030(7)

Table 2.4: DMC binding energies of negative trions (X− ), positive trions (X+ ),
and biexcitons (XX) in both the SL and MQW geometries. The third row of
the table indicates the layers to which the particles in each complex belong; e.g.,
XX(e|hh|e) represents a biexciton with a layer containing one electron, followed
by a layer containing two holes, then a layer containing the second electron.
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Heterostructure

Products

−

SL
MQW

SL
MQW

X +X
XX + e−
X− + X
XX + e−

X+ + X
XX + h+
X+ + X
XX + h+

Binding energy (meV)
XX−
e|h|e|h|e
ee|h|e|h
h|ee|h|e
0.42
0.14
0.34
0.62
0.062(1)
0.27
0.35
0.12
0.51
0.50
0.22
+
XX
h|e|h|e|h
hh|e|h|e
e|hh|e|h
0.40
0.054(1)
0.32
0.70
0.13
0.25
0.34
0.067(1)
0.46
0.58
0.036(1)
0.24

ee|hh|e
0.86
0.41
0.61
0.67
hh|ee|h
0.76
0.57
0.62
0.77

Table 2.5: DMC binding energies of a variety of quintons, both negative (XX− )
and positive (XX+ ), in both the SL and MQW geometries, where the daughter
products are either an exciton and a trion or a biexciton and a single charge
carrier. The third row of the table indicates the layers to which the particles in
each complex belong; e.g., XX− (e|h|e|h|e) represents a negative quinton in which
each particle occupies a separate layer. Empty entries represent complexes that
were unbound in our calculations.
unlikely that this peak is due to a free biexciton.
Table 2.5 shows the binding energies of a variety of different quintons, or fiveparticle complexes. Quintons have two possible combinations of daughter products: they can decompose into either a trion plus an exciton or a biexciton plus a
free charge carrier. Certain quinton configurations, for example XX− (e|h|e|h|e) in
the SL, are more strongly bound than biexcitons; however, the magnitude of the
binding energy is still not large enough to account for the “biexciton” peak of Keen
et al. [100]. The data in Table 2.6 show that our binding-energy data are robust
against large variations in the well widths, and small variations in the relative permittivity and the effective masses for almost every complex. The only exceptions
to this are the single-hole complexes (X and X− ), which are particularly sensitive
to the electron mass. No reasonable adjustments to the model parameters could
lead to the biexciton binding energy being consistent with the peak observed by
Keen et al. [100].
The 3D exciton Bohr radius is 368 Å for InAs, which is significantly larger than
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Complex
X
X−
X+
XX

∂Eb /∂m∗e
(meV/me )
3600
3500
180
−20

∂Eb /∂m∗h ∂Eb /∂
(meV/me ) (meV)
11
−12
11
−11
0.65
−0.61
0.18
0.023(1)

∂Eb /∂We
(meV/nm)
−0.031
−0.44
0.035
−0.10

∂Eb /∂Wh
(meV/nm)
−0.034
0.036
−0.047
0.029

Table 2.6: Sensitivity of the SL complex binding energies Eb to the electron and
hole effective masses m∗e and m∗h , the relative permittivity , and the electron and
hole well widths We and Wh .

the well widths, so that the motion of the charge carriers in both the SL and MQW
heterostructures is strictly 2D to a good approximation. Refs. [102] and [103]
provide interpolation formulae for the binding energies of ideal 2D electron-holebilayer excitonic complexes as a function of the distance between the layers and the
electron-hole mass ratio. As expected, these models show good agreement with
the DMC binding energies in Table 2.4. For example, using the same effective
masses and relative permittivities as the 3D DMC calculations reported here, and
assuming an interlayer distance of 14 nm (appropriate for the SL), the binding
X(e|h)

energies of ideal 2D bilayer complexes are Eb
X+ (hh|e)

meV, Eb

XX(ee|hh)

= 0.26 meV, and Eb

X− (ee|h)

= 2.0 meV, Eb

= 0.14

= 0.096 meV, which are very similar

to the SL results in Table 2.4.
While the DMC data rule out a free biexciton causing the “biexciton” photoluminescence peak observed by Keen et al. [100], it is in principle possible that
a confined biexciton (e.g. due to variations in the well widths) might give rise to
this peak. We may use the ideal 2D bilayer model to investigate the effects of
reducing the layer widths. At an absurdly small interlayer distance of just 1 Å the
XX(ee|hh)

biexciton binding energy is Eb

= 1.9 meV, which is still not large enough to

explain the “biexciton” peak of Keen et al. [100], implying that the peak in question cannot be due to a biexciton that is free to move in two dimensions. On the
other hand, studies of InAs quantum dots show biexciton binding energies of up
to 9 meV for type-I InAs quantum dots of diameter 25–30 nm in bulk AlAs [104].
While binding energies in a type-II heterostructure will inevitably be lower, it is
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possible that an excitonic complex confined in all three dimensions could be the
cause of the unexplained photoluminescence peak identified by Keen et al. [100].

2.3.4

Conclusion

We have calculated the binding energies of excitons and a variety of trions, biexcitons, and quintons in both SL and MQW heterostructures. We find that our SL
exciton binding energy agrees well with experiment, and that SL binding energies
of complexes in general are well described by an ideal 2D bilayer model. Furthermore, our binding energies show little dependence on model parameters such as
the well widths, and only the single-hole complexes (X and X− ) show a strong
dependence on the electron mass. While we were not able to identify origin of
the “biexciton” peak observed by Keen et al. [100], we were, through use of our
binding energy data and the binding energy formulae in Refs. [102] and [103], able
to exclude a range of excitonic complexes and, in particular, show that it is very
unlikely to be caused by a free biexciton.
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Chapter 3
Monolayer transition metal
dichalcogenides
3.1

Material properties

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are a class of layered materials that
become direct gap semiconductors when in hexagonal monolayer form. The chemical composition of these 2D materials is MX2 , where M is a transition metal and
X a chalcogen; the most common ones (and the ones studied here) are MoS2 ,
MoSe2 , WS2 and WSe2 . The presence of a band gap in these materials gives
them optoelectronic properties ideal for applications such as photodetectors and
light-emitting diodes [105–107]. The conduction-band minimum and valence-band
maximum occur at the K and K0 points of the hexagonal Brillouin zone; chargecarriers in TMDCs therefore have an additional valley degree of freedom, as well
the usual spin degree of freedom. Strong spin-orbit coupling in these materials
leads to significantly spin-split conduction and valence bands [108]. In MoX2 materials the conduction-band minimum and the valence-band maximum, in each
valley, have the same spin, while in WX2 materials the minimum and maximum
have opposite spins [108], as shown in Fig. 3.1. The degree of spin-splitting in the
valence bands is large enough that holes are present only in the upper spin-split
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(a)MoX2

K

(b)WX2

K′

K

K′

Figure 3.1: Diagram illustrating the conduction band minimum and valence band
maximum at the K (left) and K0 (right) valleys in (a) MoX2 and (b) WX2 materials. Spin-up bands are red, and spin-down bands are blue. At room temperature
the lower spin-split valence band is not expected to contain any holes.
valence band, but in the conduction band the spin-splitting is small enough that
both spin-split bands may contain electrons at room temperature [108]; this allows
for 4 species of distinguishable (spin and valley polarised) electrons and 2 species
of distinguishable (spin polarised) holes [68].
The presence of these electrons and holes in the bands of TMDCs leads to strong
excitonic effects in their photoluminescence spectra [109–111]. The binding and
de-excitonisation energies1 of excitonic complexes in these materials have been well
studied using QMC methods [68, 112], and have helped with the identification of
lines in the photoluminescence spectra of TMDCs, and even predicted the existence
of stable quintons, which was later confirmed experimentally [113, 114].
In this chapter, we investigate the effects of an in-plane electric field on the
binding energies of excitonic complexes in TMDCs and calculate their polarisabilities. We then study the properties of a two-dimensional electron gas in doped
MoSe2 .
1

For free complexes the two are equivalent.
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3.2

The Keldysh interaction

When describing the interactions of quasi-electrons and quasi-holes in semiconductor materials we must account for electrostatic screening effects. In Chapter 2, the
bare Coulomb interaction was screened isotropically with magnitude , and implicitly taken care of by our use of excitonic units. The situation for two-dimensional
materials is somewhat different. In this section we show  only for illustrative
purposes (it is unity in excitonic units).
The two-dimensional nature of these materials results in a polarisation of the
crystal that modifies the interaction between charge carriers. Consider placing a
charge density
ρ(r) = ρ(x, y)δ(z)

(3.1)

in a two-dimensional semiconductor at z = 0. The electric displacement field D(r)
resulting from this charge density is given by

D(r) = E(r) + P(r) = −∇r φ(r) + P⊥ (x, y)δ(z),

(3.2)

where E(r) = −∇r φ(r) is the electric field with associated electrostatic potential
φ(r), and P(r) is the polarisation vector. The polarisation vector can be expressed
as P(r) = P⊥ (x, y)δ(z) because the charge density ρ(r) has no component in the z
direction (i.e. the charge lies in plane), and we can write the in-plane polarisation
vector as P⊥ (x, y) = −κ∇r φ(x, y, 0), where κ is the in-plane susceptibility of the
material. Using Gauss’s law

∇r · D(r) = ρ(r) = ρ(x, y)δ(z),

(3.3)

we can solve for the electrostatic potential φ(x, y, 0) to obtain the in-plane electrostatic potential due to the charge density ρ(r), see Ref. [68] for more details.
Using this process we can define an effective interaction v(r) for charge carriers
interacting in a two-dimensional material. For a pair of particles with charges qi
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and qj , separated in-plane by a distance rij = |ri − rj |, we find
"  
 #
qi qj π
rij
rij
vK (rij ) =
H0
− Y0
,
 2r∗
r∗
r∗

(3.4)

where, the functions H0 (rij ) and Y0 (rij ) are, the zeroth-order Struve function and
the zeroth-order Bessel function of the second kind, respectively, and we have
defined the screening parameter r∗ = κ/(2). This is the (Rytova-)Keldysh interaction [115–117]. At long range, or small susceptibility, (rij  r∗ ) the Keldysh
interaction reduces to the (screened) Coulomb interaction

vC (rij ) =

qi q j 1
,
 rij

(3.5)

while at short range, or large susceptibility, (rij  r∗ ) the interaction has a logarithmic form
qi q j 1
vlog (rij ) =
log
 r∗




2r∗
,
eγ rij

(3.6)

where we use the natural logarithm and γ is Euler’s constant. Eq. (3.6) is just
the solution of a 2D Poisson equation i.e. the Coulomb interaction in only two
dimensions.
For a system of N electrons and/or holes interacting via the Keldysh interaction, the Schrödinger equation is
"

#
N
N
N
1 XX
1X 1
−
∇r +
vK (rij ) Ψ(R) = EΨ(R),
2 i=1 mi i 2 i=1 j=1

(3.7)

i6=j

where vK (rij ) is defined as in Eq. (3.4).

3.3

Electric fields

While experimental techniques are able to observe peaks in the photoluminescence
spectra of semi-conducting materials it is somewhat more challenging to identify
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the origin of the individual peaks. We briefly discussed this in Chapter 2 when we
tried to identify the origin of a particular peak on the photoluminescence spectra
of type-II superlattices. Here, we study the effect of an applied electric field on the
binding energies of excitonic complexes, in an attempt to understand whether the
shift of photoluminescence peaks could be a useful way to experimentally identify
the origin of such peaks. We will first discuss the physics, and computational
details, of applying an electric field to an excitonic system in a two-dimensional
semiconductor.
A bias voltage ∆V applied to a monolayer semiconductor results in an inplane electric field F ≈ −∆V /d, where d is the distance between the terminals.
The excitonic unit of electric field is F ∗ = µ2 e5 /[(4π)3 ~4 ]. The precise form of
the electric field depends on the device geometry. Here, we assume a uniform
electric field for simplicity. The electric field F will perturb the energies of chargecarrier complexes (in the centre of mass frame for charged complexes). We thus
investigate the effects of F on the binding energies of charge-carrier complexes by
including an additional term in the Hamiltonian

ĤE = Ĥ −

N
X

qi F x i .

(3.8)

i=1

For neutral-charge complexes, including the effect of the electric field in the VMC
and DMC algorithms described in Chapter 1 requires only that we add the contribution to the electrostatic energy due to the field F each time we evaluate the
local energy. For charged complexes, we perform the calculation in the centre of
mass frame otherwise the total energy of the complex would be undefined; the
energy will become arbitrarily low as the complex seeks the potential minimum.
We investigate only complexes containing distinguishable particles but in this
case the particles are not confined, therefore our trial wave functions lack a Slater
part and is of Jastrow form
ΨT (R) = eJ(R) .
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(3.9)

In the Jastrow function we use u and EXJAS terms for all the free complexes and
also include the H term (a three-body generalisation of the u term) for complexes
containing at least three particles. For the donor-atom (D0 ) we use the χ term
instead of the u term. To account for the difference between the Coulomb and
Keldysh interactions at short range, the EXJAS term is slightly modified such
that
2 2
[aij + ΓK
ij log (rij ) + bij rij ]rij
,
2
1 + cij rij

uEXJAS
(rij ) =
ij

(3.10)

where
ΓK
ij = −

qi qj µij
,
2r∗

(3.11)

so that ΨT (R) satisfies the Kato cusp conditions [68, 118]. Trial wave functions
are first optimised by variance minimisation (ensuring we find a bound state), and
then by energy minimisation. These trial wave functions are node-less so DMC
exactly solves the model. We perform DMC calculations with time steps in a 1 : 4
ratio and vary target configuration populations inversely to the time step. We
then extrapolate the DMC energies to zero time step and infinite populations to
obtain ground-state total energies for each complex. Binding energies for each of
the complexes are defined by

EbD

0

= −E D
−

0

+

EbX = E e + E h − E X = −E X ,
EbX

−

= EX + Ee − EX = EX − EX ,

+

= EX + Eh − EX = EX − EX ,

EbX

−

−

−

+

+

+

EbXX = 2E X − E XX ,

(3.12)

where E i represents the ground-state total energy of complex i.
Fig. 3.2 plots the exciton (X) binding energy shift as a function of electric
field strengths (Vnm−1 ) for monolayer MoS2 , MoSe2 , WS2 , WSe2 , both in vacuum
and encapsulated by hexagonal born nitirde (hBN), using the ab-initio parameters
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Figure 3.2: DMC binding energy shift for (a) X, (b) XX, and (c) D0 as a function
of F 2 for different monolayer TMDCs in vacuum and encapsulated by hBN. Error
bars in (a) and (c) are smaller than the symbols. The solid and dashed lines show
the binding energies determined by the polarisabilities in Table 3.2, for monolayer
TMDCs in vacuum and encapsulated by hBN. The vertical dotted lines correspond
to F = 50 mV nm−1 , beyond which VMC energy minimisation does not result in
bound-state wave functions.
TMDC
MoS2
MoSe2
WS2
WSe2

Material parameter
m∗h (me )
r∗ (a0 )
m∗e (me )
0.35 [111] 0.428 [111] 72.98 [111]
0.38 [119] 0.44 [119] 75.19 [120]
0.27 [119] 0.32 [119] 71.60 [121]
0.29 [119] 0.34 [119] 85.25 [121]

Table 3.1: Material parameters for different monolayer TMDCs in vacuum. m∗e and
m∗h are the electron and hole effective masses, respectively, and r∗ is the Keldysh
screening parameter for the material in vacuum. r∗ should be scaled down by
 = 40 when encapsulated by hBN.
in Table 3.1 and  = 40 for hBN encapsulation. In each material environment,
the X binding energy goes as the square of the magnitude of the in-plane electric
field, as expected for a linearly polarisable exciton [122]. The total energy of an
isolated neutral complex of polarisability αi in a uniform external electric field of
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magnitude F is
E i = EFi =0 − αi F 2 /2,

(3.13)

where EFi =0 is the energy of the complex in the absence of external fields [122]. At
sufficiently large electric fields (F ≈ 50 mV nm−1 ) the complexes become unbound
in QMC calculations. The variation of energy with electric field strength remains
quadratic up to this point. For larger electric field strengths (F > 50 mV nm−1 ) we
find that optimising wave functions by VMC variance or energy minimisation does
not result in bound-state wave functions. If the parameters in the wave function
are fixed such that a bound state is forced, the resulting DMC calculations are
unstable. It is possible that some, or all, complexes remain bound at these larger
electric fields, and for QMC calculations to become unstable due to the choice
of trial wave function. Ours is isotropic, so does not allow for the complex to
polarise at the VMC level; however, for the complexes studied here, the node-less
trial wave functions ensure that when DMC works, it gives the exact ground-state
energy of the complex. Use of a polarisable trial wave function may lead to more
stable QMC calculations at higher field strengths.
TMDC

X
MoS2 (vac.)
5.84(2)
MoSe2 (vac.)
5.76(2)
WS2 (vac.)
8.04(3)
WSe2 (vac.)
10.10(4)
MoS2 (hBN) 17.17(4)
MoSe2 (hBN) 16.22(4)
WS2 (hBN)
27.16(4)
WSe2 (hBN) 30.43(4)

Polarisability (eV nm2 V−2 )
XX
D0
X−
11.14(8) 2.802(9) 66(6)
11.0(1) 2.687(9) 80(9)
15.8(1) 3.70(1) 108(10)
24.8(3) 3.96(1) 130(16)
34.2(3) 6.51(2) 179(17)
32.3(2) 6.89(2) 211(22)
54.9(3) 4.95(1) 316(27)
61.4(3) 5.29(1) 409(32)

X+
44(6)
45(6)
72(7)
118(9)
161(22)
181(23)
246(32)
367(32)

Table 3.2: Theoretical polarisabilities of X, XX, D0 , X− , and X+ in monolayer
TMDCs both in vacuum and encapsulated by hBN.
The XX and D0 binding energy vary linearly with F 2 , see Fig. 3.2. However,
while the donor-atom binding energies increase with F 2 , the XX binding energies
decrease. For a four-particle complex, alignment of charges in the direction of the
applied field places like charges closer together, and reduces the binding energy
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Figure 3.3: DMC binding energy shift for (a) X− , and (b) X+ as a function of
F 2 for different monolayer TMDCs in vacuum and encapsulated by hBN. Where
error bars are not visible they are smaller than the symbols. The solid and dashed
lines show the binding energies determined by the polarisabilities in Table 3.2, for
monolayer TMDCs in vacuum and encapsulated by hBN.
with respect to dissociation into two-particle complexes. It would be expected then
that the polarisability of XX would be slightly less than twice the polarisability of
an exciton, as seen by the polarisability values in Table 3.2. Table 3.2 also shows
the polarisability of the donor-atom to be less than that of the exciton. Both
of the trions binding energies also vary linearly with F 2 , see the plots in Fig. 3.3.
However, they vary more strongly and QMC calculations become unstable at much
lower F. This is reflected in the correspondingly higher polarisabilities for trions
than for the neutral complex in the same material environments. Polarisability
values for trions are reported in Table 3.2.
The predicted binding energy shifts of each of the complexes are in Table 3.3
for monolayer TMDCs in vacuum, and encapsulated by hBN, subject to F =
50 mV nm−1 , an achievable order-of-magnitude in-plane electric field strength.
The shifts in the peaks of the trions are so large that, at the very least, they
should be able to be experimentally identified from the neutral complexes when
an electric field is applied. Identification of a positive trion from a negative trion is
likely to be possible in some materials/environments but not all. For the neutral
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Binding energy shift (meV)
X
XX
D0
X−
X+
MoS2 (vac.)
7.3
<1
3.5
76
48
MoSe2 (vac.)
7.2
<1
3.4
93
49
WS2 (vac.)
10.1
<1
4.6
125
80
WSe2 (vac.)
12.6
5.8
4.9
150
135
MoS2 (hBN) 21.5
<1
8.1
201
180
MoSe2 (hBN) 20.3
<1
8.6
243
206
WS2 (hBN)
34.0
<1
6.2
362
273
WSe2 (hBN) 38.0
<1
6.6
473
408
TMDC

Table 3.3: Calculated binding energy shifts of X, XX, D0 , X− , and X+ using Eq.
(3.13) and the polarisabilities in Table 3.2 for monolayer TMDCs in vacuum, and
encapsulated by hBN, for F = 50 mV nm−1 . Note, not all complexes remain bound
at this electric field strength.
complexes, the differences of only a few meV in the binding energy shifts suggest
that complexes are unlikely to be experimentally identified by the shifts of their
respective peaks when an electric field is applied.
In conclusion, binding energies of excitonic complexes vary quadratically with
the strength of the applied in-plane electric field up to F = 50 mV nm−1 . For
neutral complexes, the differences of only a few meV in the binding energy shifts
suggest that these complexes are unlikely to be experimentally identified by the
shifts of their respective peaks when an electric field is applied. While for trions,
the shifts of the binding energies when an in-plane electric field is applied should
result in the trion and biexciton peaks shifting apart, significantly so for hBNencapsulated materials.

3.4

The two-dimensional electron gas

The homogeneous electron gas is fundamental to the study of condensed matter
physics. In traditional semiconductor devices there often exists a two-dimensional
electron gas at heterostructure interfaces [66,123,124], knowledge of the properties
of the two-dimensional electron gas is therefore crucial in a proper understanding
of such devices.
In low density metallic systems, the electron gas can undergo a phase transi75

tion from a fluid (de-localised) phase to an insulating crystalline (localised) phase,
or Wigner crystal [125]. The density at which this transition occurs in two dimensions is much lower than the electron density at which most semiconductor
devices operate, therefore most of the interest in the transition density is scientific [126–129]. The study of electron gases in two dimensions has, so far, used
a screened Coulomb interaction between the electrons, and while this is suitable
for 2D electron gases in 3D semiconductor heterostructures, one wonders whether
the use of a Keldysh interaction might be more appropriate for 2D electron gases
in 2D systems such as TMDCs. Indeed, the subject of Wigner crystallisation in
TMDCs is of considerable current interest [129–131]. In this section, we investigate
the Wigner crystallisation density of the 2D electron gas using a periodic Keldysh
interaction, rather a periodic Coulomb interaction.

3.4.1

Ewald interaction

When studying systems composed of a thermodynamic quantity of electrons we
must, by necessity, restrict our system size to what is computationally possible.
We therefore approximate the, essentially infinite, system by applying periodic
boundary conditions to a supercell containing a computationally feasible number
of electrons. However, we inevitably end up introducing finite-size errors into our
results that depend on the size and shape of the supercell. It is desirable, then,
to perform calculations in a few different supercells and extrapolate the results to
the thermodynamic limit in an attempt to remove these finite-size effects. One
type of finite-size effect that arises in periodic supercells is related to the method
used to overcome the problematic behaviour of the Coulomb interaction at long
range in periodic systems. A periodic Keldysh interaction has similar issues, since
the Keldysh interaction reduces to the Coulomb interaction at long range. We
will therefore focus our attention on the problem of, and the solution to, using
a periodic Coulomb interaction, and then, briefly, how it differs for a periodic
Keldysh interaction. Further details on performing QMC calculations in periodic
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supercells can be found in Chapter 4, along with a discussion of finite-size effects,
with a particular interest in so-called momentum-quantisation errors.
Consider a supercell containing N charged particles interacting via the Coulomb
interaction. The potential energy, per supercell, of a periodic lattice of Ns such
supercells is given by

V (R) =

N
N
1 XX0 X
vC (|ri − rj − Ls |),
2Ns i=1 j=1

(3.14)

{Ls }

where {Ls } is the set of supercell lattice vectors, the prime on the sum over j
indicates that we exclude the i = j term when Ls = 0, and vC (r) is the Coulomb
interaction as defined in Eq. (3.5). An equivalent sum can be obtained for the
Keldysh interaction simply by replacing vC (|ri − rj − Ls |) with vK (|ri − rj − Ls |).
There are two things to note here. First, the interactions of a particle with its own
periodic images are included; this results in the crystal having a non-zero surface
polarisation even for electrically neutral crystals. Second, the lattice sum

v(ri , rj ) =

X

vC (|ri − rj − Ls |),

(3.15)

{Ls }

diverges in a non-neutral supercell, and is only conditionally convergent in a neutral
supercell, making it unfeasible for use in a QMC calculation where we need to
repeatedly evaluate the potential energy. The most common solution to these
problems is to replace the lattice sum in Eq. (3.15) with the Ewald interaction
vE (ri , rj ) [132] plus a Madelung constant.2
The Ewald interaction is the electrostatic potential, and solution of a periodic
Poisson equation, for a lattice of charges embedded in a neutralising background.
This neutralising background is equivalent to applying “tin-foil” boundary conditions i.e. surrounding the crystal with a perfectly metallic medium that cancels out
any surface polarisation charges. For computational efficiency, the interaction is
2

The Madelung constant is the energy of the interaction between a charge and all its periodic
images.
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computed in two parts: a short-range real-space sum, and a long-range reciprocalspace sum. The three-dimensional Ewald interaction as implemented in casino
is
X erfc(ζ|ri − rj − Ls |)
π
−
|ri − rj − Ls |
Ωs ζ 2
{Ls }

G2
s +iG ·(r −r )
4π X 1 − 4ζ
s
i
j
2
e
,
+
Ωs
G2s

vE (ri , rj ) =

(3.16)

{Gs }\{0}

where erfc(r) is the complementary error function, Ωs is the volume of the supercell,
and {Gs } denotes the set of supercell reciprocal lattice vectors [62]. The parameter
ζ has no effect on the final value of vE (ri , rj ), and so can be optimised for maximal
1

computational efficiency; in casino the default value is ζ = (2.8/Ωs3 )2 [133]. There
also exist a two-dimensional version of the Ewald interaction [134].
As the Keldysh interaction reduces to the Coulomb interaction at long range,
we require an Ewald-like version of the Keldysh interaction in order to use the
Keldysh interaction in periodic systems. A derivation by R. J. Hunt of such a
form can be found in Ref. [135], and it is this form we use to study the twodimensional electron gas. The derivation is based on the idea that the Keldysh
interaction can be re-written as a Coulomb interaction (hence we can make use of
the Ewald interaction) and a correction term. This correction term, the difference
the Keldysh and Coulomb interactions, is absolutely convergent.

3.4.2

Wigner crystallisation

The system we study is that of weakly-to-moderately doped monolayer MoSe2 ,
both in vacuum and encapsulated by hBN, such that there exists a population of
electrons in the lower of the spin-split conduction bands of both the K and K0
valleys, see Fig. 3.4. As there are no conduction electrons in the upper spin-split
conduction band we consider, at most, only two species of electrons. We study
three phases of the system, a paramagnetic fluid phase, and ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic Wigner crystal phases, over a range of densities with the aim of
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EF
K′

K

Figure 3.4: Diagram illustrating the conduction band filling in both the K (left)
and K0 (right) valleys in our model of doped MoSe2 . Spin-up bands are red, and
spin-down bands are blue, the Fermi energy EF is shown by the orange line with
the shading representing the filling of the bands.
determining the Wigner crystallisation density. We define our densities using the
Wigner-Seitz radius rs , which is the radius of the circle that (on average) contains
one electron. The relationship between rs in (effective) Hartree atomic units3 to
the number density n in (experimentally relevant) units of cm−2 is


7
−1

 4.04×10
√ cm , in MoSe2 in vacuum
n

m∗e 1.06616 × 108
√
=
rs =


n
7
−1

 1.01×10
√ cm , in hBN-encapsulated MoSe ,
2
n

(3.17)

where we use the parameters of MoSe2 defined in Table. 3.1, and  = 40 for hBNencapsulation. The Keldysh screening parameter is r∗ = 28.5728 and 1.7858 a∗0 ,
for MoSe2 in vacuum and encapsulated by hBN, respectively.
Our trial wave functions are of Slater-Jastrow-backflow form. In both fluid
and crystal phases the Jastrow function is composed of u and p terms, while the
backflow function consists of just an η term. To satisfy the Kato cusp conditions
we add a minimal cusp-satisfying term to the ordinary u term of the following
form

C
rij
2
uK (rij ) = − 1 −
Θ(LuK − rij )ΓK
ij rij log(rij ),
LuK

(3.18)

where we fix the cut-off distance LuK = 1 a∗0 . For the fluid phase calculations
(performed by R. J. Hunt) the single-particle orbitals in the Slater determinant
are just plane-wave orbitals. Further details of the fluid phase calculations can be
3

Similar to Hartree atomic units but with e = m∗e = ~ = 4π = 1.
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Figure 3.5: Triangular lattice used in the Wigner crystal calculations. In a ferromagnetic Wigner crystal all sites are occupied by spin-up, K valley electrons.
In the antiferromagnetic Wigner crystal spin-up, K valley electrons occupy the
sites marked with red circles, while spin-down, K0 valley electrons occupy the sites
marked with blue squares.
found in Ref. [135]. Here, we focus on the crystal phase calculations, where the
single-particle orbitals are Gaussians centred on sites of a triangular lattice4
2

ψPi (ri ) = e−g|ri −Pi | ,

(3.19)

where Pi is the crystal lattice site associated with electron i, and g is an optimisable parameter controlling the width of the Gaussian orbital. For the ferromagnetic crystal, each Wigner crystal lattice site is occupied by a spin-up, K valley
electron, while for antiferromagnetic crystals we have equal numbers of spin-up,
K valley, and spin-down, K0 valley electrons occupying alternate stripes of the
Wigner crystal lattice, see Fig. 3.5. In these calculations the Gaussian parameter
g is optimised using VMC, however, the VMC-optimised energy minimum does
not occur at the same value of g as the DMC-optimised5 minimum.
To handle finite-size effects, we perform calculations in two sizes of supercell
containing N = 64 and N = 100 electrons. In each supercell, at each density trial
4

The sites of this Wigner crystal lattice are not related to the sites of underlying lattice of
the TMDC crystal.
5
By DMC-optimised we mean performing DMC calculations over a range of values of g to
find the DMC minimum energy as function of g. Trial wave functions should re-optimised (using
VMC variance and energy minimisation) for each new value of g.
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wave functions were optimised first by variance minimisation without backflow,
and then by energy minimisation with the inclusion of backflow. DMC calculations
for the crystal phase calculations were performed at time steps of 2 and 8 (Ha∗ )−1 ,
and target configuration populations varied inversely to time step with a minimum
size of 512 configurations. DMC energies were then simultaneously extrapolated
to zero time step and infinite population. At each density the DMC energy per
5

electron was then extrapolated to the thermodynamic limit using an O(N − 4 )
scaling [136].
To extract the crystallisation energy from the fluid and crystal energy data
we have performed fits as a function of rs . In the fluid phase the fit is to the
difference between the Keldysh and Coulomb total energies per electron, see Ref.
[135] for details. The fit for crystal data is predicated on the basis that the Keldysh
interaction reduces to the Coulomb interaction at very low densities (i.e. assuming
rs  r∗ ). We therefore use the same fit as previous studies of the two-dimensional
(Coulomb) Wigner crystal [137, 138]. Our Keldysh total energies per electron
1

EK /N are fitted to a polynomial in rs2
EK
−1.106103 0.814
c
d
e
=
+ 3/2 + 2 + 5/2 + 3 ,
N
rs
rs
rs
rs
rs

(3.20)

where the optimal fitting parameters are found to be c = 1.81(2), d = 0.2(2), and
e = −4.8(8) a∗0 . The coefficients of the first two terms are fixed by the (Coulomb)
Madelung energy of the lattice, and the zero-point energy of the Coulomb 2D
Wigner crystal [138], respectively.
For hBN encapsulated MoSe2 , with r∗ = 1.7858 a∗0 , our energy data and fits,
for both fluid and Wigner crystal phases, are shown in the phase diagram in Fig.
3.6. The crystallisation density and its error were obtained using a Monte Carlo
bootstrap procedure [139], and found to be rsc = 36.4(2) a∗0 . The differences in the
energies of the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic crystal phases are too small
for us to obtain an antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition density. For
MoSe2 in vacuum with r∗ = 25.5728 a∗0 (these calculations were performed by N.
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Figure 3.6: Phase diagram of a two-dimensional Keldysh electron gas showing the
paramagnetic fluid phase, and the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic Wigner
crystal phases. The vertical dashed line shows the crystallisation density. The
screening length is r∗ = 1.7858 a∗0 and corresponds to MoSe2 encapsulated by
hBN.
D. Drummond), the crystallisation density is rsc = 32.5(1) a∗0 . The crystallisation
densities of the Keldysh electron gas for MoSe2 encapsulated by hBN, and in
vacuum, correspond to nc = 7.73(8) × 1010 cm−2 , and nc = 1.55(1) × 1012 cm−2 ,
respectively. Comparing to experiments, Qiu et al. [140] achieved an electron gas
in a sample of MoS2 of density n = 1 × 1011 cm−2 , suggesting that experimental
detection of Wigner crystals in monolayer TMDCs may be possible.
We can compare our results to the crystallisation density in the 2D Coulomb
electron gas, which is essentially the r∗ → 0 limit of the Keldysh interaction, where
rsc = 31(1) a∗0 [126]. Use of the Keldysh interaction has the effect of lowering the
Wigner crystallisation density when compared the Coulomb case. This is expected
because the strongly-repulsive short-range Coulomb interaction is screened in the
Keldysh electron gas. Consider, however, the behaviour of the crystallisation density rsc as a function the screening parameter r∗ . One would expect that as the
screening is increased, and the strength of the interaction between electrons at
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short range decreased, this would raise the value of rsc (i.e. lower the crystallisation density) monotonically as a function of r∗ . This is not what we see in
our data. In comparison to do what we do here, the previous study [126], used
DMC-optimised parameters g in the Gaussian orbitals for Wigner crystal calculations, while ours are optimised with VMC. A recent investigation by R. J. Hunt
has suggested that the difference in DMC energies between optimising the orbital
parameter g in VMC and DMC is significant in our calculations. DMC calculations using orbitals with a DMC-optimised orbital parameter g are then desirable,
however these calculations are still ongoing.
In summary, we have used a periodic Keldysh interaction to study the Wigner
crystal phase transition in monolayer TMDCs. Our results, while still subject to
some error, show that Keldysh Wigner crystals form at lower electron densities
than their counter parts in Coulomb electron gas. The difference in the Wigner
crystallisation densities is however, not enormous, in line with the fact that the
Keldysh interaction reduces to the Coulomb interaction at long range.
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Chapter 4
Mono-vacancies in graphene
4.1

Point defects in graphene

Graphene, an atomically thin sheet of carbon atoms forming a honeycomb lattice, is one of the most promising materials for future technological applications
[6, 141, 142]. However, producing large, defect-free sheets of graphene on insulating substrates remains a significant technological challenge [143]. Point defects
may appear naturally during the growth of graphene, or they may be deliberately
inserted into pristine graphene by processing [144]. Point defects have a major impact on the electronic and optical properties of graphene [145,146], so it is necessary
to understand their properties to gain a full understanding of the performance of
graphene-based devices. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy and related techniques have been employed to obtain clear imaging of defect structures
in graphene and to help understand the impacts of defects on the properties of
graphene [147, 148], but these methods themselves inevitably introduce defects.
There are numerous works in which DFT is used to evaluate defect formation
energies and other properties in relation to a range of applications and devices
featuring graphene [149–151], graphite [152–154], and other two-dimensional or
layered materials [155–157]. The main purpose of this chapter is to provide QMC
defect-formation energy data to assess the accuracy of DFT in studies of defects
in graphene.
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Mono-vacancies (MVs) in graphene have been studied for both their desired
and undesired effects on the graphene lattice. Graphite has long been used as
a neutron moderator in nuclear reactors, which exposes the graphite to radiation
damage [158–160]. It is essential to understand the properties of radiation-induced
vacancies and how they may alter or weaken the structure of the graphene layers,
and in turn graphite itself [153]. Vacancies in graphene also arise due to damage by
electron beams in transmission electron microscopy [161]. Vacancy defects can in
fact be useful for some applications and hence may be deliberately introduced into
the lattice. Graphite/graphene has commonly been used as an anode material in
lithium-ion batteries, with the lithium ions able to intercalate in the lattice [162].
A move towards sodium- or calcium-ion batteries is desirable owing to the greater
abundance and lower cost of sodium and calcium. Unfortunately, the larger sizes
of calcium and sodium ions compared to lithium prevents intercalation; however,
the additional space created by vacancy defects allows larger atoms to intercalate
into the anode material [163, 164]. Likewise, sub-nm pores, of which the MV is
the smallest possible example, allow ion-selective transport for applications such
as desalination of seawater [165, 166]. Many of these studies depend on DFT
calculations to explore the behaviour of MVs and their interaction with other
defects and chemical species.
The single most important thermodynamic property of a point defect is its formation energy, which is the difference in free energy between the defected material
and the pristine material, together with any changes in the energies of reservoirs
of the atoms that are added or removed when the defect is formed. For example,
with a MV defect, the defect formation energy is the difference between the free
energy of a large region of graphene containing a single MV defect and the free
energy of the corresponding large region of pristine graphene, plus the free energy
per atom of graphene.
MVs have also been observed to migrate across the lattice [167–169]. The MV
migration energy barrier Ea is the energy difference between the ground state of
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a MV and the saddle point of the energy along the lowest-energy path connecting
atomic configurations in which the MV resides on neighbouring atomic sites. The
migration energy barrier is an activation energy for MV diffusion; therefore, it
can be used to predict the temperature-dependence of the mean time t between
successive migrations of the vacancy using the Arrhenius equation


Ea
1
= A exp −
,
t
kB T

(4.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. The pre-factor A
in Eq. (4.1) is only weakly temperature-dependent, and is generally of order the
optical phonon frequency; it can be estimated using the Vineyard formula [170].
In this chapter, we present QMC calculations of the formation energy and
migrations energy barrier of MVs. Our intention is to benchmark the accuracy of
the DFT methods that have been widely used in studies of defects in graphene.

4.2
4.2.1

Computational methodology
Defect formation energy

We define the “pure” formation energy E pf of an isolated defect in graphene as
the free-energy difference between a large region of graphene containing a single
defect and pristine graphene. The defect formation energy E f is the sum of the
pure defect formation energy and the changes in the free energies of reservoirs of
the atoms that are added or removed. For the MV defect this is

pf
f
+ µC ,
EMV
= EMV

(4.2)

where the chemical potential µC is taken to be the Helmholtz free energy per
atom of monolayer graphene. The pure defect formation energy is not in general
physically meaningful by itself, because it depends on the choice of pseudopotentials. However, it is theoretically useful because it allows us to distinguish
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finite-concentration and finite-size effects purely due to defect formation in a periodic supercell from finite-size errors in the chemical potentials. We approximate
that the pure defect formation energy is the sum of the difference of static-nucleus
electronic ground-state total energies and the temperature-dependent difference
of vibrational Helmholtz free energies. Likewise, each chemical potential is taken
to be the sum of the static-nucleus electronic ground-state total energy per atom
and the temperature-dependent vibrational Helmholtz free energy per atom. Both
the pure defect formation energy and the chemical potential are dominated by the
temperature-independent electronic total-energy contribution; we therefore evaluate this by DMC calculation. The temperature-dependent vibrational free energy
is a relatively small contribution, and therefore we evaluate it within DFT. In
both our DFT and QMC calculations we evaluate pure defect formation energies
in supercells subject to periodic boundary conditions. The errors that arise due
to the use of finite, periodic supercells are discussed in Sec. 4.2.6.

4.2.2

Migration energy barrier

The MV migration energy barrier is the difference between the energy of the transition state, which is the saddle point on the lowest-energy path between configurations in which the MV lies on neighbouring atomic sites, and the energy of the
MV ground state. The energy difference should include a difference in vibrational
energies between the MV ground state and the transition state, excluding the contribution of the soft mode at the saddle point. We have calculated the transitionstate geometry within DFT using the linear synchronous transit method (see Sec.
4.2.4.3).

4.2.3

Twisted periodic boundary conditions

We perform our calculations in supercells subject to periodic boundary conditions.
In DFT, we can reduce this to a calculation in a single primitive cell and integrate
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over the first Brillouin zone, by using a Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid1 [171] corresponding to the supercell we wish to study. We are allowed to do this in DFT
because it is a one-electron method; however the explicitly correlated nature of
QMC means we do not have the same luxury in QMC. We therefore construct a
supercell consisting of a number of primitive unit cells. In the following, we use N
to denote the number of electrons in the supercell.
The application of periodic boundary conditions to a supercell means that the
Hamiltonian must be invariant whenever we translate an electron through one
supercell lattice vector Ls . This invariance leads to a Bloch-like condition on the
many-body wave function, requiring Ψ(R) to be of the form

Ψ(R) = Uks (R)e

iks ·

PN

i=1 ri



,

(4.3)

where the function Uks (R) is invariant under translation of any electron through
any supercell lattice vector Ls [172, 173]. The wave-vector ks lies in the first
Brillouin zone of the supercell, and is called the offset, or twist, vector; the use of
a non-zero twist is known as applying twisted periodic boundary conditions.
A further translational symmetry occurs under simultaneous translation of all
electrons through one primitive cell lattice vector Lp . We then obtain a second
many-body Bloch condition on the wave function, which reads

Ψ(R) = Wkp (R)e

1
ikp · N

PN

i=1 ri



,

(4.4)

where Wkp (R) is invariant under simultaneous translation of all electrons through
any primitive cell lattice vector Lp [172, 173]. The wave-vector kp lies in the first
Brillouin zone of the primitive cell.
Both of the many-body Bloch conditions in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) can be satisfied
by: ensuring the single-particle orbitals in the Slater determinant of the trial wave
function are of Bloch form; choosing the Bloch wave vector in those single-particle
1

A grid defined by the reciprocal supercell lattice vectors.
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orbitals to lie on the grid defined by the supercell reciprocal lattice vectors offset
from the origin by ks ; and, finally by using Jastrow and backflow functions that
are invariant under translation of a single electron through one supercell lattice
vector and simultaneous translation of all electrons through one primitive cell
lattice vector.
Quantities calculated in periodic supercells are dependent on the grid of Bloch
k vectors used to evaluate it, and vary quasi-randomly with system size (i.e. the
fine-ness of the grid). Ideally then, we wish to perform calculations in a supercell
large enough (k-point grid fine enough) that these fluctuations are minimal. The
expense of QMC calculations, however, often means that supercells of such size are
computationally infeasible, resulting in use of sparse k-point grids and hence sizeable k-point sampling, or momentum-quantisation, errors. We therefore require
some way to reduce the size of the momentum-quantisation errors in our results.
One such method is to choose the twist ks such that quantities evaluated at ks
are close to their average value over the whole Brillouin zone (e.g. the Baldereschi
point for insulators [174]). Another, more general, method is to perform calculations at a few, randomly chosen, twists and take the average of these. This is
known as twist-averaging [175], and we will discuss it further in Sec. 4.2.6.2, as we
will introduce a new, “twist-blocking”, method.

4.2.4

DFT calculations

4.2.4.1

Total energy, geometry optimisation, and phonon calculations

Our DFT calculations were performed using the PBE generalised gradient approximation exchange-correlation functional [17] and the plane-wave-basis code
castep [176]. The total energy, geometry optimisation, and phonon calculations
all used ultra-soft pseudopotentials [177] to represent the nuclei and core electrons, and a plane-wave cut-off energy of 556 eV. For pristine graphene, the total
energy was calculated using a 51 × 51 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid. The total
energy of defective graphene was calculated in supercells of Ns primitive cells of
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√
√
Ns × Ns arrangement containing a single MV defect, us√
√
ing Monkhorst-Pack grids of approximately (51/ Ns ) × (51/ Ns ) k-points. The
pristine graphene in a

geometry in each of the defective graphene supercells was optimised to a force
tolerance of 0.0025 eV Å−1 with fixed lattice vectors corresponding to a pristinegraphene carbon-carbon bond length of 1.42 Å [178, 179]. All our 2D DFT calculations were performed using an artificial periodicity of 30 a0 in the out-of-plane
direction. Non-spin-polarised calculations were used unless stated otherwise.
Phonon calculations using the finite displacement method in DFT [180] were
used to evaluate the vibrational contributions to the free energy. These calculations were performed using atomic displacements of 0.005, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, and
0.025 a0 , with the final energies obtained by linearly extrapolating to zero phonon
displacement. For each supercell, 5 × 5 Monkhorst-Pack supercell k-point grids
were used. Geometries were first optimised to a force tolerance of 0.0005 eV Å−1 .

4.2.4.2

QMC orbital generation

Our DFT orbital-generation calculations used the PBE functional together with
Trail-Needs Dirac-Fock pseudopotentials [46, 47] to represent the nuclei and core
electrons, with s being the angular momentum of the local component when the
pseudopotentials are re-represented in Kleinman-Bylander form [181]. The geometry was fixed at the DFT-PBE geometry obtained using ultra-soft pseudopotentials. The graphene supercell sizes used for the QMC calculations were 3 × 3,
4 × 4, and 5 × 5, where the plane-wave cut-off energy for the smaller two supercells
was 3401 eV, and the plane-wave cut-off energy for the larger supercell was 2231
eV. These cut-off energies are such that the DFT energy per atom is converged
to within, respectively, 0.1 mHa and 1.59 mHa (known as chemical accuracy) [48].
An artificial periodicity of 30 a0 was used for the graphene calculations. Non-spinpolarised DFT calculations were used in all cases.
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4.2.4.3

Transition state calculations

Our transition state calculations used the linear synchronous transit method in
DFT [182, 183]. This method generates a set of intermediate images along the
pathway between the initial and final states on the basis of the geometry of the
system. The maximum energy structure along this path is then refined using a
conjugate gradient optimisation [184].
We calculate the MV diffusion transition state in a supercell constructed from
a 3 × 3 arrangement of primitive cells of pristine graphene containing a single
MV. With the PBE functional, we use ultra-soft pseudopotentials, to represent the
nuclei and core electrons, with a plane-wave cut-off energy of 556 eV, and a 17×17
Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid. Orbitals for the subsequent QMC calculations were
generated in the manner as described above.
In an ideal world, we would perform calculations in multiple supercell sizes and
perform an extrapolation to infinite supercell size to remove finite-size effects.

4.2.5

QMC calculations

4.2.5.1

Trial wave functions

The trial wave functions used for the QMC calculations were of Slater-Jastrow (SJ)
form, containing a product of determinants of spin-up and spin-down orbitals; see
Sec. 4.2.4.2. Separate sets of orbitals were generated for each twist. The plane-wave
orbitals were re-represented in a blip (B-spline) basis [185] both for computational
efficiency in the QMC calculations and to remove the unwanted periodicity in
the out-of-plane direction. The Jastrow function consisted of polynomial u, χ,
and f terms, and plane-wave p terms. Trial wave functions were optimised first
by minimising the variance of the energy and further by minimising the energy
expectation value. For a given supercell, this optimisation was performed at a
single, randomly chosen twist, with the resulting Jastrow factor being used at all
twists.
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The use of twists ks not equal to half of a supercell reciprocal-lattice vector
means we are required to use a complex wave function, see Eq. (4.3), therefore
fermionic antisymmetry is maintained using the fixed-phase approximation.
For some test cases at individual twists, Slater-Jastrow-backflow trial wave
functions were used to investigate the fixed-node errors in our SJ-DMC results.
These wave functions were obtained by optimising the backflow and Jastrow parameters together using energy minimisation. The backflow functions contained
polynomial η and µ terms. Further tests using a long-ranged plane-wave electronelectron backflow function were also carried out: see Sec. 4.2.7.
Trail-Needs Dirac-Fock pseudopotentials [46, 47] were used to represent the
ionic cores, with d being the angular momentum of the local component.

4.2.5.2

DMC calculations

To calculate the pure defect formation energy of a MV in graphene, pairs of DMC
calculations were carried out at each twist in all of the defective and pristine
graphene supercells. Time steps of δτ = 0.04 and 0.16 Ha−1 were used in these

DMC total energy (Ha)

calculations, with the corresponding target configuration populations being varied
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Figure 4.1: DMC total energy per supercell of a MV defect in a 3 × 3 supercell of
graphene against DMC time step δτ at a single, randomly chosen twist ks .
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in inverse proportion to the time step. In all cases the target population was at
least 256 configurations. The energies were then extrapolated linearly to zero time
step. For the total energies of defective and pristine graphene we would not expect
these time steps to be small enough to be in the linear bias regime (and indeed Fig.
4.1 shows this is the case); however, as shown in Fig. 4.2, the non-linear parts of
the time-step bias cancel out of the pure defect formation energy for total energies

DMC pure formation energy (Ha)

calculated at the same twist.
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Figure 4.2: DMC pure formation energy of a MV defect in a 3 × 3 supercell of
graphene against DMC time step δτ at the twist ks used in Fig. 4.1.

To calculate the chemical potential (energy per atom of graphene) we used
smaller time steps of τ = 0.01 and 0.04 Ha−1 , allowing time-step bias in the total
energy per atom to be largely removed by linear extrapolation. Again, we varied
the target configuration population inversely with time step.

4.2.6

Finite-concentration and finite-size effects

4.2.6.1

Periodic supercells

Our QMC calculations of defect formation energies were performed in finite supercells subject to periodic boundary conditions, with a single point defect in the
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supercell. This leads to a number of physical differences from the dilute limit of isolated point defects in which we are interested. Firstly, there are finite-concentration
effects due to the fact that we are simulating a periodic array of point defects rather
than an isolated defect. Leading-order systematic finite-concentration effects are
due to screened electrostatic interactions between periodic images of defects and
elastic interactions between defects [186]. There are also non-systematic finite-size
effects due to interactions between charge-density oscillations around defects, etc.
We remove the systematic effects and average out the non-systematic effects by
extrapolation to infinite cell size using an appropriate fitting function. In principle, there could also be finite-concentration effects arising from the unwanted
dispersion of defect states; however, none of the defects we study here supports
a bound state. Secondly, there are finite-size effects arising from the simulation
of periodic supercells rather than infinite crystals. These include quasi-random,
oscillatory effects due to momentum quantisation, which we address by averaging
over twisted boundary conditions on the supercell [175]. There are further quasirandom effects due to Ruderman-Kittel oscillations around defects being forced to
be commensurate with the supercell, which are approximately averaged out when
we extrapolate to the limit of large cell size.
To calculate the carbon chemical potential we must find the ground-state energy per atom of graphene. In a finite supercell this suffers from quasi-random
momentum-quantisation effects, as well as long-range effects due to the evaluation
of the interaction between each electron and the surrounding exchange-correlation
hole using the Ewald interaction rather than 1/r [187] and the neglect of longrange two-body correlations [136,188]. Long-range finite-size effects largely cancel
out of the pure defect formation energies: the expressions for the leading-order
corrections are the same for pristine and defective cells.
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4.2.6.2

Twist averaging

Unlike DFT, only a single k point can be used in each QMC calculation. We
use twist averaging in the canonical ensemble (i.e. keeping the number of electrons fixed) [175] to reduce momentum-quantisation errors in our results. All our
graphene DMC calculations were carried out at 24 random twists. Since momentum quantisation is a single-particle effect, it is well described by DFT, so that the
QMC and DFT energies are correlated as a function of twist. DFT energies can
therefore be used as a control variate when evaluating the twist-averaged DMC
TA
energy. The twist-averaged (TA) energy EDMC
is found by fitting



fine
TA
+ b EDFT (ks ) − EDFT
EDMC (ks ) = EDMC

(4.5)

to the DMC energy EDMC (ks ) at twist ks , where b is a fitting parameter and
fine
is the DFT energy evaluEDFT (ks ) is the corresponding DFT energy, and EDFT

ated using a fine k-point grid (using the same pseudopotentials as the DMC calculations). Eq. (4.5) simultaneously removes most of the quasi-random noise due
to momentum quantisation and corrects for residual errors in the twist-averaged
energy, by virtue of the fact that the correlator is the DFT energy relative to
the DFT energy with a fine k-point grid rather than the twist-averaged DFT energy. When calculating the pure defect formation energy, we use DMC and DFT
pure defect formation energies in Eq. (4.5) rather than total energies. This is
important because the pure and defective graphene calculations are performed at
identical twists, so the twist-sampling error in the difference is much smaller than
the twist-sampling errors in the total energies.
There are two very different sources of (quasi-)random error in the twistaveraged DMC energy for a given supercell: the statistical error from the Monte
Carlo simulation, and the residual momentum quantisation error that is not fully
removed by fitting Eq. (4.5). The statistical error can easily be accounted for in
the twist-averaged energy by Gaussian propagation of errors; however, the resid-
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ual momentum quantisation error is unknown at the outset. By choosing the
same twists for the pristine and defective supercells it is reasonable to assume the
momentum-quantisation errors will largely cancel out of the defect formation energy. To quantify the remaining error, a twist-blocking (TB) procedure has been
used. For example, 24 twists can be grouped into 6 blocks of 4 twists, and within
each block the twist-averaged energy can be calculated by fitting Eq. (4.5). An
estimate of the true twist-averaged energy is then given by the mean of the 6 inTA
dependent values of EDMC
, while the standard error in the mean quantifies both

the quasi-random momentum quantisation error and the random Monte Carlo errors. The mean energy obtained by this procedure is a biased estimate of the
twist-averaged energy due to the small number of twists used in each fit; however,
we can check for bias in both the mean and the standard error in the mean by
increasing the block size. In fact we minimise the bias in the mean by using Eq.
(4.5) with all the twists to obtain the twist-averaged energy, and only use the
twist-blocking method to estimate the error bar (including twist-sampling errors)
in the twist-averaged energy.
Figure 4.3 shows the twist-blocked standard error in the mean pure MV formation energy in a 3 × 3 supercell against the number blocks into which the 24
original twists are divided. Figure 4.3 does provide evidence that there are significant k-point sampling errors after fitting Eq. (4.5) to all 24 twists. Furthermore,
there is no evidence to suggest that the random error obtained by Gaussian propagation of the Monte Carlo errors in the fit to all 24 twists is unreliable. We
also find that the behaviour of the twist-blocked standard error is similar in the
cases of the other two supercell sizes here. An investigation using twist-blocking
in the homogeneous electron gas would likely provide a clearer picture as to when
twist-blocking provides an advantage over twist-averaging.
To our knowledge this is the first work to use twist-averaging to evaluate a
defect formation energy. The approach is valid, since twist-averaged and non-twistaveraged finite-size effects agree in the infinite-system-size limit. Twist-averaging
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Figure 4.3: Twist-blocked standard error in the twist-averaged DMC pure MV
formation energy in a 3 × 3 supercell against the number of blocks into which
the 24 original twists are divided. The standard error in the single-block case is
obtained by Gaussian propagation of the Monte Carlo random errors. Standard
errors obtained with small numbers of large blocks are relatively unbiased, but
suffer significant noise; on the other hand, standard errors obtained with large
numbers of small blocks exhibit less noise but are potentially biased.
has the considerable advantage of greatly reducing a non-systematic finite-size
effect by turning a sum over supercell reciprocal lattice vectors into an integral over
k, aiding extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit. For example, the standard
deviation of the DMC pure MV defect formation energies as a function of twist is
0.3 eV, 0.2 eV, and 0.1 eV in 3×3, 4×4, and 5×5 supercells, respectively, indicating
the size of the unquantified quasi-random error in the pure defect formation energy
for each supercell size that would arise from using a non-twist-averaged calculation.
On the other hand, it is possible to find examples in which twist-averaging
introduces finite-size errors that would not otherwise be present. Consider adding
a single, non-interacting, impurity particle to a supercell containing a homogeneous fluid of host particles, which are distinguishable from the impurity particle.
The ground state of the impurity particle is simply its zero-kinetic-energy planewave state. The zero-temperature immersion energy is therefore zero, both in the
infinite-system limit and in a finite supercell subject to periodic boundary con-
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ditions. Now suppose that twist-averaging is used to calculate the energy of the
host fluid and the energy of the combined system in a finite supercell. The energy
of the host fluid exactly cancels out of the immersion energy if identical twists
are used, but twist averaging gives the impurity particle a positive kinetic energy,
leading to a non-zero immersion energy. This problem can be solved in this case by
also twist-averaging the energy of the “isolated” impurity particle in an otherwise
empty periodic cell, using the same set of twists. In our defect-formation calculations we have calculated the carbon chemical potential as the twist-averaged
energy per atom of pristine graphene. The systematic finite-size effects in the pure
defect formation energies and the chemical potential scale differently as a function
of system size; however, given the size of the quasi-random error in the non-twistaveraged defect formation energy at a given supercell size, it is clearly essential
to use twist averaging in the calculation of the chemical potential. Any finite-size
errors introduced by twist averaging are largely removed by the fit of Eq. (4.5) and
extrapolation to infinite system size.

4.2.6.3

Long-range effects

To deal with long-range finite-size effects, defect-formation energies are calculated
at various supercell sizes Ns , where Ns is the number of pristine primitive cells
contained in the supercell. These results can then be extrapolated to infinite
system size using an appropriate scaling law.
The MV defect is neutral and does not involve charge transfer between atoms,
so has no dipole moment. In principle there exists a quadrupole moment associated
with the defect, giving rise to weak electrostatic interactions between periodic
−5

images falling off rapidly as O(Ns−2 –Ns 2 ).
In addition to electrostatic interactions between periodic images, there are
elastic finite-size effects due to the stress arising from the change in the size and
shape of the supercell around the MV defect [186]. Assuming the defect results in
nearly isotropic stress, the elastic finite-size effects in the energy go as O(Ns−1 ).
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In summary the scaling of the elastic finite-size error suggest that twist-blocked
pf
pure MV defect formation energy hEMV
(Ns )iTB should be extrapolated to the

thermodynamic limit by fitting

pf
pf
hEMV
(Ns )iTB = EMV
(Ns → ∞) + cNs−1 ,

(4.6)

pf
where EMV
(Ns → ∞) and c are a fitting parameters. Using DFT calculations, we

show in Fig. 4.4 that the O(Ns−1 ) finite-size error is dominant in the MV defect
in the graphene sheet. We therefore extrapolate our twist-blocked DMC pure

DFT pure formation energy (eV)

formation energies to the thermodynamic limit using an order O(Ns−1 ) scaling.
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Figure 4.4: DFT pure formation energy of a MV defect in graphene against the
reciprocal of supercell size Ns . Fine k-point grids were used in each supercell.
The pristine graphene energy per atom (for the chemical potential) was extrapolated to infinite system size by fitting the twist-blocked supercell energies
per atom heP (Ns )iTB to
heP (Ns )iTB = eP (Ns → ∞) + c0 Ns−γ ,

(4.7)

where eP (Ns → ∞) and c0 are fitting parameters. For pristine graphene, γ = 5/4
[136].
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After separately dealing with the finite-size effects in the pure defect formation
energy and chemical potential, the MV defect formation energy was calculated
using Eq. (4.2).

4.2.7

Backflow

DMC calculations in a 3 × 3 supercell for the MV at a single twist show that
the inclusion of backflow correlations with polynomial η and µ terms lowers the
pure defect formation energy by 41(30) meV, while the addition of the plane-wave
electron-electron term further lowers the pure defect formation energy by 16(29)
meV, giving a total lowering of 58(31) meV. These differences are statistically
insignificant, and are an order of magnitude smaller than the error bars on the SJDMC twist-averaged pure defect formation energies reported in Table 4.2; fixednode errors are therefore well controlled. A backflow function with η and µ terms
lowers the chemical potential of carbon by 46(9) meV, and the inclusion of the
plane-wave electron-electron term does not have a statistically significant effect.
The effects of backflow are insignificant on the 0.1 eV scale of the error bars on
our SJ-DMC defect-formation energies.

4.3

Results and discussion

4.3.1

Atomic structures

4.3.1.1

Pristine graphene

All our pristine graphene calculations have used a carbon-carbon bond length of
1.42 Å [178,179], and we have used exactly the same supercell sizes in our pristine
and defective graphene calculations.
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4.3.1.2

MV

It has previously been shown that a graphene MV undergoes a Jahn-Teller distortion, with two neighbours of the missing atom moving together to form a weak,
reconstructed bond, and lowering the symmetry from D3h point group [153]. The
resulting structure is of either C2v point group (a planar structure with a single
horizontal mirror plane and a single vertical mirror plane) or Cs point group (a
non-planar structure with just a single vertical mirror plane). Some DFT works
on MVs have found and used the C2v structure [189]; other DFT works have found
that when two neighbours of the missing atom form a reconstructed bond, the
third neighbour moves out of plane [153, 190, 191], resulting in a structure of Cs
point group.
As shown in Table 4.1, non-spin-polarised DFT-LDA and DFT-PBE calculations with and without many-body dispersion (MBD*) corrections [192, 193] (performed by N. D. Drummond) show the Cs MV structure to be favoured (with the
exception of DFT-LDA in a 3 × 3 supercell). The energy differences between the
different non-spin-polarised MV structures are less than 0.3 eV. This is just about
large enough to be non-negligible on the scale of our DMC error bars (see Sec.
4.3.2).
The difference between the Cs DFT-PBE and DFT-PBE-MBD* structures is
small. For example, in a 3 × 3 supercell, the DFT-PBE energy is only increased
by 1.5 meV when the DFT-PBE-MBD* structure is used instead of the DFT-PBE
structure. We have used the non-spin-polarised Cs -symmetry structures obtained
by relaxing within DFT-PBE in our QMC calculations; this is shown Fig. 4.5.
Previous DFT calculations have found that the MV has a magnetic moment
of around 1.04–1.2 µB , where µB is the Bohr magneton [194, 195]. We examine
the effect of performing spin-polarised DFT calculations in Table 4.1. Within
DFT-LDA, the MV is non-magnetic. Within DFT-PBE and DFT-PBE-MBD*,
spin-polarised structures of C2v and Cs symmetry are found to be stable. There are
evidently multiple minima in the spin-polarised energy, because Table 4.1 includes
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D3h
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs

3×3
5×5
7×7
3×3
5×5
7×7
3×3
5×5
7×7

LDA
LDA
LDA
PBE
PBE
PBE
PBE-MBD*
PBE-MBD*
PBE-MBD*

Energy relative to non-spin-polarised Cs defect (meV)
ED3h (u) − ECs (u) EC2v (u) − ECs (u) EC2v (p) − ECs (u) ECs (p) − ECs (u)
0
0
0
94.6
92.4
0
120.2
115.4
0
21.5
21.5
−36.4
0
214.8
211.6
−96.8
−73.4
274.2
268.6
85.6
−113.8
17.5
17.6
13.4
17.8
195.6
193.7
22.2
0
245.9
250.8
72.8
−122.3

Table 4.1: Point groups of relaxed graphene MV structures obtained using non-spin-polarised DFT calculations with different functionals
and supercell sizes. Also shown are the energies of the most stable D3h and C2v structures relative to the most stable non-spin-polarised Cs
structure. Spin-polarised and non-spin-polarised results are labelled by “(p)” and “(u),” respectively. Empty entries represent structures
that were not found to be stable.

Pt. gp.

Supercell

Functional

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.5: (a) Top-down and (b) in-plane views of the DFT-PBE-relaxed MV
structure in a 5 × 5 supercell. The under-coordinated carbon atom is shown in
red.
a case in which the spin-polarised energy is higher than the non-spin-polarised
energy for the same point symmetry (in the final column), and cases in which
higher-symmetry spin-polarised structures have lower energy than lower-symmetry
structures (PBE-MBD* in the 3 × 3 supercell, comparing the final two columns).
Our DFT-PBE calculations in a 7 × 7 supercell confirm that the spin-polarised Cs
MV structure is more stable than the non-spin-polarised Cs structure by about 114
meV, in agreement with previous DFT calculations [194], with magnetic moment
1.4 µB . The ∼ 0.1 eV DFT-PBE energy difference between magnetic and nonmagnetic MV structures is less than the error bars on our DMC defect-formation
energies reported in Sec. 4.3.2. For consistency, we have used non-magnetic MV
structures and non-spin-polarised orbitals in our QMC calculations.

4.3.1.3

MV diffusion transition state

For MV diffusion there are multiple reported transition states, some of which
are planar [153, 196], and others which are non-planar [189, 197]. Using DFTPBE without MBD* corrections we find our transition state to be non-planar, in
agreement with Wadey et al. [189]. A thorough investigation of the transition state
structure using MBD* corrections, or similar, is desirable but the required DFT
calculations proved to be difficult, expensive, and challenging. In the non-planar
structure the under-coordinated carbon atom migrates to the centre of the space
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: (a) Top-down and (b) in-plane views of the MV diffusion transition
state structure in a 3 × 3 supercell. The migrating atom is shown in red.
usually occupied by the vacant atom and the migrating atom itself, and forms
bonds with the four neighbouring carbon atoms, as shown in Fig. 4.6. These four
neighbouring atoms are displaced out-of-plane, with opposite pairs displaced in
the same direction.

4.3.2

Defect formation energy

Figure 4.7 shows the DMC pure formation energy using twist-averaging (TA-DMC)
and twist-blocking (TB-DMC), grouping the data into 6 blocks of 4 twists with,
and without, using a DFT control variate (CV). It also shows the DFT pure
formation energy obtained by twist-averaging (TA-DFT) and using a fine k-point
grid (DFT fine). TA-DFT results are obtained in the same way as TA-DMC results
without a CV.
We see here that TA has the biggest effect on improving the error estimate
on the DMC energy data, and that twist-blocking has little effect in comparison
to twist-averaging (as we have shown in Fig. 4.3). However, there is significant
quasi-random noise in the pure formation energies at different supercell sizes that
is not quantified by the twist-blocked errors. The apparent quantification of this
noise in the TA-DMC data by the twist-averaged error bars when we do not use
a CV is then just coincidence. This remaining finite-size noise is, however, also
present in the DFT results2 in Fig. 4.4, and we see that our DMC energies deviate
2

The difference between the DFT results in Fig. 4.4 and the DFT fine results in Fig. 4.7 is
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Pure formation energy (eV)

164.5
164.0
163.5
163.0
162.5
TA-DFT
DFT fine
TB-DMC with CV
TA-DMC without CV
TA-DMC with CV

162.0
161.5
161.0
0

0.05

Ns

-1

0.1

Figure 4.7: Comparison of different methods for dealing with momentum quantisation errors in both DFT and DMC. Plots are of pure MV defect formation energy
against reciprocal of supercell size Ns . Red dashed line show the unweighted leastsquares fit to the TB-DMC mean energy data.
from a linear fit by a similar degree to the DFT results. The obvious way to reduce
this would be to average both DMC and DFT energies over results obtained in a
larger range of supercell sizes and possibly shapes.
In theory, the most accurate way to obtain the TA energy would be to use the
TA mean energy with the TB error bars but here the difference between the TA and
TB mean energies is negligible, and so we just use the TB-DMC mean energies to
perform finite-size extrapolation. Error bars on the pure defect formation energy
are obtained by performing a unweighted least-squares fit on the TB-DMC mean
energy data. The DMC MV formation energy extrapolated to the dilute, infinitesystem-size limit is shown in Table 4.2, along with DFT results from the literature.
The large error on our DMC result is due to the finite-size noise in our pure
formation energies at different supercell sizes.
While the errors on our DMC energies are too large to give an accurate DMC
defect formation energy, the differences between the TB-DMC and DFT fine pure
defect formation energies at each supercell size are significant. Per supercell, DFT
the choice of pseudopotentials.
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Method
DFT-PBE
DFT-LDA
DFT-B3LYP-D*
DMC
DMC-corrected DFT
Experiment

MV defect formation energy (eV)
7.64 [189], 7.65 [198], 7.97
8.02 [189], 7.40 [197]
8.05 [190]
9.1(5)
9.1(2)
7.0(5) [167]

Table 4.2: Theoretical static-nucleus defect formation energies, together with experimental results, for the MV defect in monolayer graphene. The carbon chemical
potential is the energy per atom of graphene. Results without citations were obtained in the present work. Our DMC-corrected DFT result is obtained by taking
our DFT-PBE result and applying the mean DMC correction in Table 4.3. Cited
DFT works are performed at finite supercell size with no attempt to handle finitesize effects.
consistently, and significantly, underestimates the pure formation energy for the
MV defect. Therefore, we propose the best scheme for evaluating defect formation
energies is to use DFT calculations in as large a supercell as possible and use our
DMC data to apply a correction to the final DFT result, using the data provided
in Table 4.2. Indeed, this is the same conclusion reached by Ma et al. [199] in
their study of the Stone-Wales defect. Our DMC-corrected DFT defect formation
energy is reported in Table 4.3, and is around 1 eV higher than the DFT MV
defect formation energy. On the other hand, the DFT and DMC-corrected DFT
defect formation energies for silicon substitutions and Stone-Wales defects differ
by only around 0.3 eV [4]. The sizeable correction for the MV is consistent with
our expectation that DFT performs poorly when evaluating differences in energies
between structures where the chemical bonding is different.
The values for the DFT-PBE zero-point vibrational energy and Helmholtz free
energy at 300 K in the pure MV defect formation energy are −0.74 eV and −0.68
eV, respectively. The Helmholtz free energy should be added to the static-nucleus
DMC-corrected DFT defect formation energy in Table 4.3. This gives a MV defect
formation energy of 8.4(2) eV.
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Supercell
3×3
4×4
5×5
Mean

DMC correction (eV)
1.09(2)
0.81(2)
1.33(2)
1.1(2)

Table 4.3: DMC corrections to the static-nucleus DFT MV defect formation energy
at various supercell sizes. Corrections are evaluated as the average of the difference
between energies calculated with TB-DMC and DFT using a fine k-point grid at
different supercell sizes.

4.3.3

Migration energy barrier

We calculate the MV migration energy barrier as 1.18 eV using DFT-PBE. This
is somewhat higher than the 0.87 eV DFT-PBE result of Wadey et al. [189] for a
non-planar transition state structure; however it compares much better with the
1.29 eV result of Zobelli et al. [197] obtained for a non-planar transition state
structure using the density functional tight binding method [200].
We have only studied the MV diffusion transition state in one (small) supercell,
so we can not give an accurate estimate for the DMC MV migration energy. Indeed,
the TB-DMC migration energy barrier calculated using only a 3 × 3 supercell is
0.937(9) eV, which has an absurdly small error bar due to the neglect of quasirandom finite-size effects for the migration energy barrier. We expect the finite-size
error to be dominated by the elastic O(Ns−1 ) contribution and that the pre-factor
is likely to be larger than the MV itself given the increased distortion in the lattice.
The aim of this work is to benchmark the accuracy of DFT calculations of
properties of defects, so a comparison to the DFT MV migration energy barrier
is still useful. For defect formation energies we found the best approach is to
provide a DMC correction to the DFT energy. We can therefore evaluate the
DMC correction to the DFT MV migration energy barrier in the same manner as
for our defect formation energies. Doing so we find the DMC correction to the MV
migration barrier is −0.066(9) eV, and our DMC-corrected DFT result is 1.114(9)
eV, which is smaller than the correction we obtained for the MV defect formation
energy.
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4.4

Conclusion

A new twist-blocking method is introduced to investigate how much of the
momentum-quantisation error is recovered by simple twist-averaging. For defect
formation energies at least, we find no evidence to suggest that there remains
significant momentum-quantisation error after twist-averaging while making use
of a DFT control variate.
We have investigated the lowest energy structure of the MV, where there is some
disagreement in the literature. The out-of-plane Cs structure is found to be the
most stable, rather than the often-cited C2v structure. However, the differences in
energy between the various structures are small enough that they are insignificant
on the scale of our QMC error bars, therefore it is unlikely that these energy
differences can be resolved in a QMC calculation.
The defect formation energy for MVs in graphene has been calculated using
DMC. We find that, while great care was taken to account for finite-size effects,
there still exists significant quasi-random finite-size effects in our DMC formation
energy. We propose then, that the best way to evaluate defect formation energies
in graphene is to use DFT in large supercells and then apply the difference between
the DMC and DFT defect formation energies, averaged over twists and supercell
sizes, as a correction to the DFT defect formation energy. Our DMC-corrected
DFT results provide our best estimate for the MV defect formation energy. Our
results suggest that DFT underestimates the MV defect formation energy by as
much as 1 eV.
Also calculated is the MV diffusion transition state and the associated migration energy barrier. A non-planar structure is found for the transition state,
consistent with the non-planar MV structure. A proper treatment of finite-size
effects is lacking, however a comparison to DFT results in a similar calculation is
still valid. The DMC-correction for the DFT MV migration energy barrier is less
than 0.1 eV.
Since overall defect concentrations, and migration rates, depend exponentially
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on the defect formation energies, and migration energy barriers, respectively, the
errors on our DMC-corrected DFT results are too large to give accurate estimates
for the absolute concentration, or migration rate, of MVs in graphene. More
realistically, we can aim to give (semi-)quantitative estimates for the relative concentrations of different types of defect. The typical eV energy scale of point defects
in graphene suggests that we need to reduce our error bars on defect formation
energies to a (sub-)0.1 eV scale. To do so, it is clear from our results that we
need to obtain a better understanding of the finite-size effects that occur in defect
formation energies. A good place to start would be to perform calculations in a
larger range of supercell sizes and shapes.
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Conclusion
From the humble beginnings of the many-body Schrödinger equation, Chapter 1
saw us present, in detail, the methods of variational and diffusion QMC; methods
which have the potential to further our understanding of low-dimensional quantum
systems, and indeed condensed matter physics in general. We have made use of
these to extend our knowledge of the properties of a variety of low-dimensional
devices and materials.
Firstly, in Chapter 2, we used DMC to exactly solve models of excitonic complexes in novel semiconductor nanostructures, extracting information about the
optoelectronic properties of such systems. Type-II quantum rings give rise to an
interesting distinction between the binding and de-excitonisation energies of excitonic complexes, due to the large potential well confining holes inside the ring.
Calculation of de-excitonisation energies allows us to predict the relative peak position in photoluminescence spectra, and these energies are shown to only weakly
depend on the exact shape of the ring. The positive trion is the most strongly
bound of the complexes, but even this is expected to dissociate well below room
temperature. Perhaps the most intriguing find is the electrons’ tendency to exist in
a halo surrounding the ring, rather localising in the ring’s central cavity. In superlattices, binding energies of a variety of complexes were found to be well described
by an ideal two-dimensional bilayer model. The focus of the study into superlattices was to aid in the identification of an unknown peak in the experimental
photoluminescence spectra of particular superlattice and multiple-quantum-well
heterostructures. Through use of our binding energy data for a range of excitons
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up to quintons, and ideal bilayer fits we were not able identify the origin of the
experimental peak, however we managed to prevent an incorrect identification of
the peak’s origin being due to a free biexciton.
The first part of Chapter 3 continued the theme of exactly solving models of
excitonic complexes but this time in the TMDC family of materials. We demonstrated that the application of an in-plane electric field acts to massively shift the
binding energies (and their respective photoluminescence peaks) of trions, but only
to slightly perturb the binding energies of neutral complexes. These shifts in binding energy represent another tool that can be used for experimental identification
of charged complexes from neutral ones, but the differences in shifts for neutral
complexes are too small to (yet) be experimentally resolvable. In the second part
of the chapter we investigated the effect on the Wigner crystallisation density, in
a two-dimensional electron gas, of using a periodic Keldysh interaction in our calculations, rather a periodic Coulomb interaction. This is a more realistic model of
the electron gas in two-dimensional semiconductors compared to using a Coulomb
interaction. Use of a Keldysh interaction was shown to slightly lower the Wigner
crystallisation density compared with the Coulomb counter part, and reinforced
the position that such systems require careful handling when optimising trial wave
functions.
Finally, in Chapter 4, we considered the properties of MVs in graphene. Our
main focus was to benchmark to accuracy of the DFT method, which has been
widely used to study defects in graphene, rather than to provide experimentally
relevant data. Great care was taken to control finite-size effects in our calculations;
indeed, we introduced a new twist-blocking method to evaluate the performance
of the previously-used twist-averaging method, but found no evidence to suggest
that twist-averaging is unreliable. We were able to show that DFT underestimates
the MV defect formation energy by up to 1 eV, with our (finite-size-treatment
lacking) MV migration energy barrier showing much closer agreement with DFT.
We proposed the best way to calculate defect formation energies is to use the
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difference between DMC and DFT energies as a correction to the DFT defect
formation energy.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the applicability of QMC methods to
a variety of low-dimensional systems, and thus pushed out the boundary of our
scientific knowledge, with the hope that our findings will be of advantage in future
developments in the field.
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Appendix A
Importance sampling
transformation of the
imaginary-time
Schrödinger equation
For a wave function Ψ(R, τ ) the imaginary-time Schrödinger equation, with some
constant energy offset ET , is
"

#
1 2
∂
− ∇R + V (R) − ET Ψ(R, τ ) = − Ψ(R, τ ).
2
∂τ

(A.1)

Then, using the mixed distribution

f (R, τ ) = Ψ(R, τ )ΨT (R),

(A.2)

for some trial wave function ΨT (R), we can transform Eq. (A.1) into its importancesampled version by substituting

Ψ(R, τ ) =

f (R, τ )
,
ΨT (R)
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(A.3)

to obtain
"

#
f (R, τ )
f (R, τ )
∂ f (R, τ )
1 2 f (R, τ )
+ V (R)
− ET
=−
.
− ∇R
2
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)
∂τ ΨT (R)

(A.4)

The trial wave function ΨT (R) is independent of τ , so we can pull this out of the
time derivative on the right
"

#
1 2 f (R, τ )
f (R, τ )
f (R, τ )
1
∂
− ∇R
+ V (R)
− ET
=−
f (R, τ ), (A.5)
2
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R) ∂τ

and multiply both sides by ΨT (R) to give
"

#

1
f (R, τ )
∂
− ΨT (R)∇2R
+ V (R)f (R, τ ) − ET f (R, τ ) = − f (R, τ ).
2
ΨT (R)
∂τ

(A.6)

Now, focussing on the Laplacian and using the product rule we find

∇2R

f (R, τ )
f (R, τ )
= ∇R · ∇ R
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)
#
"
1
1
f (R, τ )∇R ΨT (R)
= ∇R
∇R f (R, τ ) − 2
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)
1
1
∇2R f (R, τ ) − 2
∇R f (R, τ ) · ∇R ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)

2
2
1
+
f
(R,
τ
)
∇
Ψ
(R)
− 2
∇R f (R, τ ) · ∇R ΨT (R)
R
T
3
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)
1
−
f (R, τ )∇2R ΨT (R).
(A.7)
2
ΨT (R)
=

Collecting like terms and multiplying by − 21 ΨT (R) we obtain
f (R, τ )
1
1
1
ΨT (R)∇2R
= − ∇2R f (R, τ ) +
∇R f (R, τ ) · ∇R ΨT (R)
2
ΨT (R)
2
ΨT (R)

2
1
1
+
−
f
(R,
τ
)
∇
Ψ
(R)
f (R, τ )∇2R ΨT (R).
(A.8)
R T
2
ΨT (R)
2ΨT (R)
−
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Substituting Eq. (A.8) into Eq. (A.6) we now have

2
1
1
1 2
∇R f (R, τ ) +
∇R f (R, τ ) · ∇R ΨT (R) − 2
f (R, τ ) ∇R ΨT (R)
2
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)
1
+
f (R, τ )∇2R ΨT (R) + V (R)f (R, τ ) −ET f (R, τ )
2ΨT (R)
{z
}
|

−

K

= −

∂
f (R, τ ).
∂τ

(A.9)

Then, adding 12 K − 12 K gives
1 2
1
∇R f (R, τ ) +
∇R f (R, τ ) · ∇R ΨT (R)
2
ΨT (R)
#
"

2
1
1
2
f (R, τ ) ∇R ΨT (R) +
f (R, τ )∇R ΨT (R)
+
− 2
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)

−

1
f (R, τ )∇2R ΨT (R) + V (R)f (R, τ ) − ET f (R, τ )
2ΨT (R)
∂
= − f (R, τ ),
∂τ

−

(A.10)

and pulling f (R, τ ) out as a common factor (and swapping the order of the terms
in square brackets), we arrive at
1 2
1
∇R f (R, τ ) +
∇R f (R, τ ) · ∇R ΨT (R)
2
ΨT (R)
"
#

2
1
1
+ f (R, τ )
∇2 ΨT (R) − 2
∇R ΨT (R)
ΨT (R) R
ΨT (R)
!
1
+
−
∇2 ΨT (R) + V (R) − ET f (R, τ )
2ΨT (R) R

−

= −

∂
f (R, τ ).
∂τ

(A.11)

The terms in square brackets are now just a product rule expansion of
∇R (Ψ−1
T (R)∇R ΨT (R)) and we multiply the potential term V (R) by ΨT (R)/ΨT (R)
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to find
1
∇R ΨT (R)
1 2
∇R f (R, τ ) +
∇R f (R, τ ) · ∇R ΨT (R) + f (R, τ )∇R
−
2
ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)
!
1
ΨT (R)
+
−
∇2R ΨT (R) + V (R)
− ET f (R, τ )
2ΨT (R)
ΨT (R)
= −

∂
f (R, τ ).
∂τ

!

(A.12)

Now, the second and third terms on the first line are just another product rule
expansion, and we can pull a factor of Ψ−1
T (R) from the first two terms on the
second line to give
"
#
1 2
∇R ΨT (R)
−
∇ f (R, τ ) + ∇R ·
f (R, τ )
2 R
ΨT (R)
!


1
1 2
+
− ∇ ΨT (R) + V (R)ΨT (R) − ET f (R, τ )
ΨT (R) | 2 R
{z
}
ĤΨT (R)

= −

∂
f (R, τ ),
∂τ

(A.13)

and we recognise that the square brackets on the second line are now just the
Hamiltonian Ĥ acting on ΨT (R), so
1
− ∇2R f (R, τ ) + ∇R ·
2

"

#
∇R ΨT (R)
f (R, τ ) +
ΨT (R)
| {z }
V(R)

!
ĤΨT (R)
−ET f (R, τ )
ΨT (R)
| {z }
EL (R)

∂
= − f (R, τ ).
∂τ

(A.14)

Finally, by substituting the drift velocity V(R) = Ψ−1
T (R)∇R ΨT (R) and the local
energy EL (R) = Ψ−1
T ĤΨT (R), we arrive at the final result
1
∂
− ∇2R f (R, τ ) + ∇R · [V(R)f (R, τ )] + (EL (R) − ET )f (R, τ ) = − f (R, τ ),
2
∂τ
(A.15)
which is the importance-sampled imaginary-time Schrödinger equation.
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